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The House then adjourned for 

lunch at three minutes past one of the 
clock. 

The House reassembled after lunch St seven 
minutes past two of the clock. Mr. Deputy 
chairman in the Chair. 
THE  DRAFT   FIVE   YEAR   PLAN, 1978—

83—contd. 
THE MINISTER OF AGRICUL-TURE 

AND IRRIGATION (SHRI SURJIT SINGH 
BARNALA): Mr. Dejiuty Chairman, .Sir^ I am 
thankful 

to you for allowing me time to intervene in the 
discussion on the    Draft Plan.   Agriculture 
and rural development have been given a place 
of primacy and place of supreme importan-j     
ce in this new Plan,    not    only   be-I     cause 
food   and  other     consumptive articles  are 
provided through     agriculture tout also 
because most of the raw  materials for  agro-
based  industries are also obtained through agri   
culture and agriculture also   provides I    
employment to about 70 per cent of j     the 
working force of this country. 

Sir, during the previous Plans 
efforts were made to increase the 
production. In  fact,     agricultural 
production did increase and there was a 
considerable increase in some years but then 
there was some depletion also in some other 
years and there was no stability in production 
with the result that for many years We had io 
make heavy imports of food articles, imports 
varying from four million tonnes in one year to 
seven million tonnes    in another year, costing 
us more    than Rs. 1,000 crores   in foriegn 
exchange. That used  to affect    the    
provisions made in the Plans and the Plan 
money used to get depleted because n lot of 
expenditure had to be incurred on imports, 
which caused      inflation    also. This  
instability  in  the  food  production in the 
country, because of which we had  to make 
heavy imports  and sometimes also had to 
borrow food-grains,  affected  our prestige     
in the outside world.   So,, it wag very essen-
tial that We should have stability in the 
production of foodgrains.     I   am happy to 
mention here, sir, that we are moving in that 
direction and we hope to achieve it. 

SHRI N. G. RANGA (Andhra Pradesh) : 
Without stabilishing the prices, that is the 
trouble. 

SHRI SURJIT SINGH BARNALA: This 
year, that has passed i.e. .1977.7S we hope 
to achieve roughly a production of about 
125 milion    tomVis. 

Thanks to Mr. Ranga... 
SHRI N. G. RANGA: And our peasants. 
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SHRI SURJIT SINGH BARNALA:.. and 

the peasants. I am not taking cre-•dit lor that. I 
am giving credit to our agro--scientists^ to 
om- farmers, peasants and also to the weather-
Gods. So, ours are only the efforts. We are 
synchronising all these and achieving success 
in that. So, Sir, we aie trying to have stability 
in production in the cou'atry and a good 
achievement has been made. In the earlier 
Plans, emphasis had been on extension of the 
area of production. Some areas were available 
and they were being brought under cultivation 
more and more at the cost of even forest.^ 
some, times but now in the present context, 
we do not have the avenues whei»,' we can 
extend the areas. So './e nave to depend on 
greater production per unit. So production in a 
unit has to iDe increased instead of production 
in the area of cultivation. 

Another very important factor in Indian 
agriculture is irrigation. We have still vast 
areas which could not be brought under 
irrigation. Last year, we made a great deal of 
effort and we -suceeded in bringing 2.8 
million hectares of additional area under irri-
gation and this was also a record so far 
achieved in any country in the world. In one 
year,, no other country could bring under irri-
gation 2.8 million hectares of new area. 
Encouraged by that, Sir, in this Plan, we have 
very ambitiously targeted for achieving new 
irrigation in 17 million hectares of land within 
the next five years. Out of that, nine million 
hectares would be under minor irrigation and 
eight million hectares under medium and 
major irrigation, Very large allocations had to 
be made, as would be evident from the Draft 
Plan itself on page 135, where it has been 
mentioned that for major and medium 
irrigation, provision in the next Plant has been 
made of Rs. 7250 crores as against Rs. 3089 
crores in the fifth Plan, that is, more than dou-
ble. Similarly, for minor irrigation also, in the 
new Plan a provision has been made for Rs. 
1725 crores as against Rs. 792 crores in the 
fifth Plan. For flood control also instead of Rs. 

 
345 crores in the fifth Plan, a provi-; sion of 
Rs. 675 crores has been 'i made in the new 
Plan. As against. I Rs. 4226 crores in the fifth 
Plan, we-' have thus,, provided for Rs. 9650-I 
crores in the new Plan. By improv-i ing 
irrigation at this pace, we hope^. I Sir, by the 
turn of the century, almost the entire land that 
can be irrigated in this country will be 
brought. i     under irrigation. 

 To achieve higher production we-have also 
made provision for crop intensity, for better 
seeds production and; a large programme is 
being undertaken to provide high-yielding 
variety of seeds, better seeds and proper 
seeds for the farmers. Particularly^ scientific 
advancement has to be made so far as the 
pulses, oil seeds, cotton and other such crops 
are concerned' which had not been done so 
far. We are laying more emphasis on produc-
tion of better seeds through scientific 
methods. Agricultural research is: being 
intensified. More allocations have been made 
for that in the Plan and we are also 
encouraging larger application of in-puts,, 
both organic asr well as inorganic. More 
emphasis is now being laid on organic 
fertilisers also. Along with that, we are also 
strengthening the extension system which is 
very necessary because wc have so many 
research institutes and so many universities. 
Very good experiments are being made. 
Research is being conducted. Results are 
being obtained. But it is of no use-if it does 
not go to the farmers. So, we are making a 
big effort to take the consequences and the 
results obtained frC'iTi these institutes a'nd 
these universities to the farmers so that more 
yields could be obtained. Provision is being 
made for providing more credit facilities 
because agriculture is becoming more and 
more capital-intensive. 
SHRI    GOVINDRAO    RAMCHAN- 
 DRA MHAISEKAR (Maharashtra): What 
about adulteration of insecticides and 
pesticides? 
SHRI SURJIT SINGH BARNALAr I have 
just started.     It is not possi- 
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ble for me to cover all the aspects in the very 
short titxie that is a any disposal. 

Therefore, w^e are laying great emphasis  
on providing    credit    to    t'ne weaker 
sections of the society vs^hich    i had  been  
neglected  so  far.        Effort is toeing made to 
provide credit facilities to  the  Schedule 
Castes,  to  the backward   Classes     and   the     
tribals who have been  deprived of this ad-
vantage because they had to provide    ! some 
sort of security and the security, normaly, is 
not available with these people.      They   are  
poor  and,  therefore,   they  cannot  use  these    
inputs, Therefore  their  access     to  inputs  is 
debarred.      We are making provision     to 
provide credit facilities     to these weaker 
sections also so that, ultimately, this would 
result in more production and this would also 
help in improving    the  economic condition     
of these  people.      Sir,   something     has 
been said in the debate, I was fold, about land 
reforms also. It has been said  that  enough     
attt'ation is      not being paid to  Icr.d  
reforms. 

SHRI N. G. RANGA: Would you kindly 
say a word about the drainage facilities which 
are so very badly needed? 

SHRI SURJIT SINGH BARNALA: It is 
correct that enough had not been done for 
land reforms so far. This is evident from the 
facts and figures given in this report. For 
example, the estimated surplus area was 5.32 
million acre-s and the area declared surplus 
Was 4.04 million acres. The area taken over 
by the Governments was 2.10 mililon acres. 
2.10 million acres had been taken over by the 
Governments. But the area actually 
distributed was only 1.20 million acres. 
Therefore, this shows how serious they had 
been, the earlier Governments had been, about 
land reforms. Even the area that had been 
acquired by the State Governments and which 
was in possession of the State Governments 
was not distributed. Therefore, we are making 
a good deal of efforts in this direction and I 
am happy to inform 

the hon. Members of this House that within 
eight months of this Government taking 
over, we have distributed an area of more 
than one lakh acio to these people. 

Sir, it has been brought to our notice that 
there had been concealment of surplus lands. 
We are making efforts to locate where 
concealment had been there. There has been a 
lot of discussion on this. Actually, there had 
been concealment of surplus lands. But so far, 
they have not been located. We-are trying to 
locate them. For ins-tance_ in this Draft Pla'.i, 
in para 1-69 it has been stated: 

"The situation needs to be rectified so that the 
true surpluses may be-identified and 
redistributed within a definite time period with 
a renewed detei-mination. It has, therefore, 
been proposed that the process of correcting 
land records and redistri--buting all the true 
surplus be completed within five years." 

This is what we have been striving for. Not 
only this. In some States, even the land records 
are not up to date. In some areas, they are not 
even available. Therefore, we are also trying to 
bring the land records up tw date. Land records 
are being updated and proper entries are being 
made. Now, there are tenants who have land, 
but they are not being regarded as tenants. 
Therefore, they do not have-any rights. Unless 
they are regarded as tenants of the land, they 
would not' have any rights. We are making 
efforts for bringing the land records up to date. 
Land records are being updated and this effort 
is being made in almost all the States. 

Consolidation of holdings is also very 
necessary which we are doing. Sir, as you 
know very well, holding in this country are 
very small and these holdings are also at 
different places. Sometimes, a person who has 
only two acres of land has that land at three-
difxerent places. He cannot improve-the land 
at all. 
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[Shri  Surjit  Singh  Barnala] We   are   tryng 
to Tiave cc?noolidation. We are  encouraging  
consolidation  in States which are willing to 
takeTt u?- 

Then, the land which is declared surplus is of 
very poor'auaaty. As ail of us know, when 
:^/aebody is ask3(j to declare his surplus area, 
he will declare the worst possible area 
that he has. So, on'-y the worst pos sible areas 
have been declared as sur plus. Some of them 
are not even cultivable. We are trying that these 
areas should be improved, because if or the 
tenant or the share-cropper they are not 
improved, the poor farmer or the agricultural 
labourer, to whom this land is allocated would 
not be able to improve it with the anall 
c-.nouMt of money that is being given to him as 
assistance, and after two or three      years after 
spending whatever       he     has,        he will try 
torun away from that place. We are trying to 
improve the land also, so that these farmers to 
whom this lanj is allocated can make their 
subsista'.ice from this land. 

Sir, rural development also has been a great 
emphasis in this Plan and it will be apparent 
from the allocation made in this behalf. For 
exa'.nple, so far, for rural power they had not 
made enough provisicn in the earlier Plans, and 
that is why for agricultural sector power is 
simply no^ "available in some areas. For 
instance, I would mention that in Orissa, which 
is perhaps the only surplus State of the Cou'n-
try, so far as pow-er is concerned, only one per 
cent of electric power is consumed in 
agriculture. This is a very sorry state of affairs. 
That is why we are trying to place more 
emphasis on power for rural areas. A provisic'n 
of Rs. 3557 crores has been made which is far 
greater than the provision so far "made. 

Similarly, for roads. Roads have been 
constructed by some States and the econcmy of 
their villages has changed considerably. We 
have provided Rs. 800 crores for rural roads. 
Similarly, a provision has bee'ii made 
traditional cottage    household indus- 

tries. Now. these traditional cottage household 
industries are small industries and we can 
provide some sort of employment in seme 
areas. Some wome'.i are e^nployed there and 
this generates some additional income. 
Previously, in the Fifth Five Year Plan a 
provision of Rs. 330 crores had been made for 
traditional cottage household industries. But in 
this Plan a provision of Rs. 1000 crores hag 
been made. It will generate a lot of em-
ployment and will improve the economic 
condition of these poor people. 

Similarly, houses are very necessary. In 
some areas, houses are not available. Only 
small, thatched huts are available. Earlier there 
had been a  lot of fanfare about it, saying that 
so many plots have been allotted and figures 
running into millions were given. But there 
were not sufficient allocations for housing; 
only Rs. 55 crores had been provided in the 
Fifth Five Year Plan. This is a very 
insignificant figure. So far as rural housing is 
concerned, we have provided Rs. 500 crores—
10 times more, This is thus a big leap we are 
taking for rural development. It is ver> 
necessary for a person to have a house to live 
in at least. For hill and tribal areas, Rs. 800 
crores have been provided separately. For rural 
devc- | lopment, in the Public Sector Plan 
outlays, we have provided 43.1 per cent of the 
total outlay, whereas in the earlier Plan it was 
35.5 per cent only. The total allocation is Rs. 
29,325 crores as against Rs. 14,7al crores in 
the last Plan. This will be an indication of what 
viTe actually want to do so far as rural 
development and agriculture are concerned. 

SHRI N. G. RANGA; Can we know whether 
any allotment has been made       _ for   drainage    
facilities?    And    what      " about cyclones?    
Cyclones are natural 
disasters. 

SHRI SURJIT SINGH   BARNALA: We had 
some natural disasters.    V/e 
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had some cyclones, particularly in some areas 
in the Southern States. There was a lot of 
damage and we apprehended that our food 
supply will suffer a great deal. There was a 
great deal of wastage of food. A lot of food-
grains had been damaged in those areas and we 
are still receiving complaints that in some areas 
cultivation could not be possible. But, on the 
whole, in spite of cyclones in spite of floods in 
many States, in spile of hail-storms as we have 
been hearing every day in the various States, in 
spite of the fact that a lot of damage had been 
caused, an acliieve. ment of 125 million tonnes 
of food-grains is very good and will be suffi-
cient to meet the needs of the coun. try for the 
time being. 

Sir, we have also made a provision for 
forestry, which had been neglected. We are 
trying to grow more and more forests in the 
areas where they were being denuded, in some 
areas where people had started shifting 
cultivation, we are trying to discourage that 
because that was ruining the forests in those 
areas, ultimately causing siltation and land 
erosion, thus affecting the ecology of the whole 
area. So we are taking to productive forestry, 
social forestry and all that. Similarly, through 
forestry. Sir, I may mention that we intend to 
generate employment also. This is an avenue 
where a lot of employment can be generated. 
Similarly, fjr providing more employment, 
there are many other avenues connected with 
agriculture—e.g. animal husbandry, fisheries—
both inland as well as deep water. All these are 
being encouraged and provisions have been 
made for them. For dairy development, we are 
taking up Operation Flood Project for which a 
provision of Rs, 480 crores has been made and 
which is, ultimately, going to benefit 10 million 
farming families. Similarly, poultry, piggery, 
sheep-breeding—all these have to be taken up 
in a big way, as provided for in the plan. 

So  our obj'ect  is  to  provide    total 
employment in 9 years.   For   that, as 

you know, 3000 blocks have been taken up 
for various Central schemes out of 5100 
blocks. Out of these 3000 blocks, we are 
selecting 2000 blocks for total development 
or total employment. And for selecting these 
2000 blocks, we have certain priorities. For 
example, those blocks where the Scheduled 
Castes' and Scheduled Tribes' population is 
more than 20 per cent, they will be given 
priority. So we are taking the weakest and 
the poorest areas first for total development 
of those villages and areas and also for total 
employment. We hope that within the next 9 
years, we will create employment for almost 
every body in the country. 

I had O'^ly a little time at my disposal and 
I had to cover only the agricultural aspects 
of the Plan. I would submit that enough 
provision has been made in the Plan, taking 
into consideration all aspects of agri. culture 
and rural development and it should be 
accepted as it is. 

SHRI L. R. NAIK (Karnataka): One point 
I want to ask, 

MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: Let us 
proceed on with the debate now. The list of 
speakers is very long. The Prime Minister is 
expected to start his reply at about 6 p.m. So 
please keep this in mind. The timings for the 
various parties have also been intimated. The 
Whips also want that the speakers should get 
less time so that more and more members are 
adjusted. Please keep this in view while 
making speeches. Shri B. C. Mahanti. 

SHRI BHAIRAB CHANDRA 
MAHANTI (Orissa): Mr. Deputy Chairman, 
Sir, the decision of the Prime Minister to place 
the draft Sixth Plan first in the other House 
and yesterday in this House is indeed very 
welcome. This is a document of prime national 
importance and, therefore, the discussions 
should also follow a national approach. I 
listened to the speeches of some of the 
members I     of this House yesterday.   I have 
also 
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[Shri Bairab Chandra Mahanti] gone 

through the speeches of some Members in the 
other House. I am afraid some of the speeches 
lack national approach. For instance, the total 
Plan outlay of the Sixth Flan is of the order of 
Rs. 1,16,000 crores. Many of the speakers who 
have tried to criticise the Plan have not high. 
lighted this aspect. They have gone by per 
centage basis. And, percentage, to my mind, at 
times is very misleading. For instance, 
yesterday it was asked as to what was the 
difference in the Fifth Plan vis-a-vis the Sixth 
Plan so far as agriculture outlay is concerned. 
It was in the 5th Plan 11 odd per cent, of the 
total outlay. But in the Sixth Plan it is only 
12.1 per cent., hardly one per cent. more. But, 
Sir, thi.? percentage surely is no guide in the 
matter of budgeting as the Agriculture Minis-
ter said. 

In the Fifth Plan the total outif./ on 
Agriculture was Rs. 4,302 crores whereas it is 
Rs. 8,620 crores in the Sixth Plan. How 
misleading is this percentage basis? 

As one very much interested in sports, if I 
place before the Members of this House the 
fact that out of the total Plan Outlay of Rs. 
1,16,000 crores for a nation of 65 crores in 
which the boys and girls and the youth number 
between 20—25 crores. Will it be too much to 
ask for, say, 0.5 per cent of the total outlay for 
games in this country i'n the Sixth Plan. Per-
haps every Mfc'.nber will say it is not a big 
demand. But may I say tliat 0.5 per cent, of 
the tot^ outlay of Rs. 1,16,000 crores in term.3 
of amount comes to Rs. 580 crores? "Will 
'fiien the people be asking for Rs. 580 crores?    
Not possible. 

Similarly, Sir, yesterday a criticism was 
levelled'about the Document being placed 
before the National Develop-me'nt Council. It 
was said thar" the Chief Ministers who came 
to attend the meeting of the National Develop-
Mient Coimcil not only did not accept 

 
this; they have rejected this. TTiis is as it 
should be in the changed order of thl'ags. This 
is only natural. This shows how the federal 
system has come to play. Therg was a t:>.ne 
whe'il the whole of India was being admi-
nistered by the Congress Governmefiiis 
everywhere. At that time the criticism levelled 
was that there was no question of criticising 
the Plan because whe'a Mrs. Indira Gandhi 
was the Prime Minister and the Chief Min-
isters had to accept ib. rTierefore, there wes 
no sense in having the National Development 
Council. Now they say that the National 
Develop-mfc'.it Council has rejectcu trig 
Sixth plan. They always strike ir, a '.nanner 
which cuts both ways likg a double-edged 
sword. Now, if the National Develov.nent 
Council has taken more time to come to a 
decision it only speaks of the^democratic 
nature and the federal structure of our 
country. 

Sir, we all take pride in *ie achievements 
that we have, the great achievements in all the 
previous PTa'as^ but fOr which as Shri 
Sankar Ghosg said, this country would have 
been overrun; by our enemies. To9ay, 
because of the Plans in the past, we are third 
avnong the industrially adva'nced coun_ tries 
in the world. That is one Part of the story. The 
other part^ol the story is, SG per cent of our 
people live in the rural areas. And what is 
their lot? Their lot is that in some areas,^ 65 
to 70 per ceMt of them live below the poverty 
line. On the average, 65 per cent of the people 
are illiterate. What about them? Therefore, 
taking everything into consideration^ it is 
time that we look to all these things and turn 
our attevition -more towards the rural sector. 

Sir, I consider that the root of all the evils 
and maladies of our national life is the 
illiteracy of ouP people. Sixty-five to 70 per 
cent of our people are illiterate. Sir, Russia, 
before the Revolution, or China, before Mao 
came to power, so far as education was con-
cefned, were perhaps worse off than that we 
were    when    independence 
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came to us. But they have been able J to solve 
the pitiblem. v7e onTy talked and talked all 
these 30 years but we did not pay sincere 
attention to see that illiteracy was ba'aished 
from this country. One explanation sometimes 
given on the floor of this House (as was paid 
by the Educafio;: Minister) has been that at the 
primary stage the drop-outs are nearly 60 to 65 
per cent a'Jd that too in the rural sector. Why 
so? It is for this reason. It is becausa of the 
poverty of the people, it is because of the 
economic backwardness of the weaker 
sections, call them the Scheduled Castes or 
call them the Scheduled Tribes. I would not 
like to see my child of eight go out on the 
streets of Delhi because of chances of an 
accident but. Sir, even if you introduce free, 
compulsory primary education, a Harijan of 
my village would not like to see his son of 
eight or ten continue his education because he 
knows that if he could draw him out cf the 
school—and Put him under the service of 
someone—he will get eight or ten rupees a 
month which is good enough for him. Sir, that 
is the rea-fon why there are so many drop-
outs. 

Tlioy have made provision for edu-catinr. 
under adult literacy, for that matter. But in 
regard to primary education I must plead with 
the Government that unless along with this— 
Avhatevej- might be your provision for. this in 
the Sixth Plan—vou also take statistics of 
these children in the villages and try to see that 
some form cif financial help is given to the 
parents of these children, I am sure this 
problem of drop-outs in the pri-mar.T schools 
is not going to be solved. 

Today the position is this. The biggest 
hurdle in the way of our national progress is 
illiteracy. Second is unemployment and 
poverty, and third is population    growth. 

In the Plan, higher education and technical 
education have been given second-grade and 
third-grade pocii-tions. They say they are not 
going to encourage these.   I should say, this 

is thinking in the wrong direction. In legard to 
unemployment and poverty. Sir,  we are 
placing rather too much importance on big    
industries, large-EL'aie mdustries.    I am not 
opposed to industry.    For  that  matter,  
Gandhiji was not opposed to    
industrialisation Or  mechanisation.    But     
mechanised industrialisation should be given 
pro-rninence  and  importance  in  countries 
where there is shortage of manpower. Ls   
there   shortage   of      manpower  in India?    
That is    what Gandhiji said that machines are 
all right—he never opposed  the  industry—
but  there  was the  more  important     factor,  
that  is, human   lives  rather   than   
mechanisation.    Take for instance    the    
latest thing, that is, import of machines for the  
coir  industry  which has thrown out of 
employment several thousands cf  workers.    
Is  that     desirable  in  a country like India?    
If we    are keen to  solve our  unemployment  
problem, we must see to this aspect rather than 
blindly follow the western pattern or wiiat is 
happening in the other countries where there is 
acute shortage of manpower.    Then there are 
two sectors where we can solve this unemp-
loyment problem in our country to a great 
extent.    One is the    handloom sector and the 
other is the shoe industry.    Mills  are all     
right  but     there must  be a restriction 
imposed on the people t'uat    dhotis    and    
sarees—of quality that do not come   under 
control cloth—must not be manufactured by 
mills and should be given over to hnndlooms  
and powerlooms.    That  is sure to solve the 
unemployment problem cf our country.    Then 
the other sector is the shoe industry. You must 
have gone to Calcutta and seen there many  
Chinese families residing there are engaged in  
manufacture of shoes as  a  cottage   industry.    
All the  top-class  shoe     manufacturing     
concerns like Bata and the Carona do not pro-
duce   better   shoes   than   the   Chinese 
slioer.    Why can't we take a decision in this 
respect    that    so far as such items are 
concerned, they will not be manufactured   by   
the   large-scale   industries  but  by  the     
cottage  or  the 
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small-scale industries? In these days of 
standarisation, to give an example Sir, 
automobile industry is a large-scale industry. 
But the compo- 1 nent parts like the nuts and 
the bolts, by legislation if necessary, should be 
left to the cottage industry or the small-scale 
industry because the small-scale industry and 
the cottage industry would provide more 
employment to people than the large-scale 
industry.. 

MR.   DEPUTY  CHAIRMAN;  Please 
wind Up now. 

SHRI BHAIRAB CHANDRA 
MAHANTI:   The     Draft     Plan  gives 
details of the steps    proposed  to  be taken in    
rural areas.. I can only say that this is not 
going to solve our unemployment problem  or 
is not  going to   ameliorate the     conditions 
of  the backward sections, the Harijans,    the 
Scheduled Castes and the    Scheduled Tribes  
unless  two  things     are  taken together, that 
is, the land reform and the Panchayati Raj.    
Thirty per cent of our people    belonging to 
backward classe:* in the rural areas are 
without an inch of land.    Conditions must be 
created so that they have a sense of 
involvement  and  that     can be  done only if 
land is given to them;  otherwise, I am afraid, 
whatever provision has  been made  as  in     
the  previous Plans, most of it will be going to 
the coffers of the rich farmers in the villages 
and also to a very   large extent to the 
bureaucratic machinery  as we ,   have seen in 
the past. Ag the Agriculture Minister rightly    
hinted, a large section of the backward  class  
people does not get sufficient money. My sug-
gestion would be that separate financial 
institutions  should  be  set  up  to give them 
credit facilities or the banking facilities., 
whatever it may be. They should  not  be  
mixed     up     with  the financial    institutions    
that are there to cater to the needs of the rest of 
the people.    Just one or two points more Sir, 
and i shall finish. 

MR.   DEPUTY   CHAIRMAN:      Yoa 
have already taken a long time. 

SHRI BHAIRAB CHANDRA 
MAHANTI; Regarding electricity, Sir, there 
are:  the hydel power    and the thermal  power.    
The  thermal  powei-depends on the renewable    
resources like coal and lignite.    Therefore, it 
i.<; more costly.    My submission,    therefore, 
is that wherever there is a question of choosing 
between the two, the hydel  power  should be  
given prominence.    Not only that, the    
decisions should be taken quickly and the exe-
cution work should be started quickly.    Along 
with that there should be accountability for the 
people   who are there   to   see   that  the     
projects   are executed in time. 

In regard to irrigation, the Agri culture 
Minister has said that there are three 
categories of irrigation, major, medium and 
minor. In Ih'j minor irrigation, as I said in 
another connection, Sir, the mother earth is 
yery bountiful, as far as water is concerned. 
So, for our villages, gieater emphasis should 
also be laid on dug-wells and lift-irrigation as 
they are cheaper and can be executed quickly.
 _    

The Minister has said that though Orissa is 
one State which is surplus in power 
generation, only one and odd per cent of it is 
utilised for agriculture. Why is it so? I would 
have asked if he was here, why he should not 
give more money to the State of Ori?sa so that 
more of electricity could be utilised in the 
rural secto\ for purpose of irrigation. 

Now, Sir, the Draft Plan has highlighted the 
regional disparity. 

MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: Please do not 
start new points. It is such a long time really. 

SHRI BHAIRAB
 CHANDRA 
MAHANTI: I would only say, Sir, that if the 
idea is that the regional disparity    should    be    
removed, the 
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eastern zone which has 20 per cent of the total 
land area and 25 per cent of the total 
population which perhaps earns most of the 
foreign exchange, which because of its mineral 
and other resources keeps the industrial wheel 
of the Nation moving and is unfortunately the 
most backward and the poorest region in the 
whole of India. It should get fairer treatment 
that is due to it. 

Nothing has been said in regard to 
pi'ohibition. I should plead with the 
Government that if they are really Sincere 
about this, they must make some provision for 
prohibition. The States have represented that 
they are going to lose their revenue substan-
tially and besides that they have to spend on 
preventive measures. This should be taken 
into consideration. 

Everyone is telling that we are sufficient in 
food, in consumer goods. Are we really self-
sufRcient in food? I put this question to you 
Sir. What do you mean by self-sufficiency. 
After 30 years of independence if thousands in 
this country go on starving and little children 
of 4, 5 or 6 years of age run after you for a five 
paise coin as you go in the streets, can it be 
called self-sufficiency? The people are living 
starved, half-starved, semi-starved state, and 
still you call it self-sufficiency. 

We claim that we are self-sufficient in 
cement and steel. We also see the houses in the 
countryside. How many houses ara there in the 
countryside which are of cement and steel? 
Have you come to the position which they 
have reached in Russia or in other countries? 
This also has to be looked into. One may say 
the country is self-sufficient in food with 115 
million tonnes of rice or paddy or whatever it 
is. But the fact remains that not only thousands 
but lakhs of people of this country do not get 
one square meal a day. How can we claim that 
we are a nation self-sufficient in food or, for 
that matter,   in 

cement   or   in  any  other     consumer 
gpods.    Thank you. 

MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: Mr. 
Maqsood Ali IKhan. Not here. Mr. Chanana.    
Not here.    Mr. Naik. 
SHRI  L.  R.    NAIK:     Mr.  Deputy 

Chairman, Sir, I have read the Draft Plan   with   
attention.   As   my   friend has  already said,  I 
do  agree that it should be treated as a national 
document and it must be view.ed as such. If one 
were to go through it carefully, one would 
observe that the Planning Commission has 
rightly mentioned the achievements that have 
been made in the  last 30 years since our 
independence.   For that, of course, we had in 
Pandit     Jawahai-lal     Nehru   a   great leader,  
a dynamic leader, who could foresee things 
from the point of view of the greater interest of 
the country. It is for this reason. Sir, that he is 
known    all over    the world as      the maker  
of Modern  India,   and  Maha-tma    Gandhi  as  
the    Father  of the Nation.    In  that  sense,   
we  had  also a leader, Sardar Vallabhai Patel, 
who was known for making India that is Bharat   
one   nation.     Fortunately  for our  country  we  
had   very     eminent leaders who not only 
fought for independence for  us  but  also  laid  
down plans  for the future development  of the 
country.   It is for this reason, Sir, that the 
country has made tremendous progress,  and  I  
am    glad the  Draft Plan     mentions    the     
achievements made, for instance, in the 
agricultural field.    Today our food production 
has reached a figure of 125 million tonnes. -We   
Sre   no^t   only   self-sufficient     in food   but   
perhaps   we  may  be  in   a position very 
shortly to export also. As Barnalaji said just 
now, the Plan (envisr'ces   several   schemes   to   
develop   agricultui-e.     I   do   not   want   t^ 
add much to what he has said but I must  say  
something  about  the  land, reforms he has 
mentioned. Of course, I wanted to intervene 
when he was speaking.      Anyway  now  I  
want   to take     this     opportunity    of    telhn? 
Barnalaji that the national guidelines regarding   
land     refqrms   were   laid down in 1972 and 
on the basis of those national   guidelines,      
several   States. 
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enacted their own laws regarding the ceilings to 
be placed on land holdings. But after going 
through all these land reforms Acts, I End that 
in this respect if there is any progressive 
acliievement made, it is by the State of 
Karnataka and also by the State of Kerala. Third 
comes the State of Maharashtra. But in the other 
States no impressive progress has been made. In 
fact, it is for this reason that it has not been 
possible to achieve the target of surplus as laid 
down by the Government. I am myself a 
member of a small tribunal in my taluka and as 
a member of tliat tribunal I am exercising those 
powers given under the Act, to declare surplus 
land. It is my experience that a lot of opposition 
comes from the vested interests and more so, I 
am sorry to say, since the Janata Party came into 
power, the people who really oppose this 
measure have been the rural rich, who generally 
belong to the Janata Party. And it has not been 
possible to implement these laws as vigorously 
as it should have been done in the interests of 
the nation. I would, therefore, call upon the 
Government to take special care to see that not 
only are ceiling laws framed in all States but 
they are implemented with a determined will. 
Only then will it be possible to achieve tlie 
targets mentioned in the Plan. 

The other point which I would like to make is 
about cotton. I come from a cotton growing area 
of North Kaimataka. This year I have received 
several complaintsi about tl^s steep fall in the 
price of cotton. Complaints have come not only 
from the growers but also from the chairman of 
several agricultural produce marketing com--
mittees. About four days back I took an 
opportunity to go back to Banga-'lore and 
discuss this matter with  various Governmental 
authorities. And there I learnt that the steep fall 
in the price of cotton is a fact. Therefore, 
something has to be done. I have    been    able    
to    bestow    some 

thought over this matter.    The total 
estimated    production  of cotton thLs year is 
said to he within the region of 68 lakh bales,  
one bale weighing 170   k|gs.     Taking   into   
consideration the backlog, the supply 
position is 84 lakh bales.    And as against 
this, the demand is said to be within the 
region of 65 lakh bales.    So there will be a 
surplus.   In addition to all these diflft-culties 
what is happening is that the Government  is    
allowing import    of man-made  fibre to  an 
enormous  extent.   It is said that 9 lakh bales 
have been imported.    So, on account of aJl 
these factors, the price has gone down. It is 
for this reason that I want   to urge that the 
Government must utilise the sarvices of the 
Cotton Corporation of India which  is  a 
public  undertaking, in a big way, so that 
price stability   about     which    just   now,  
Mr. Barnala has talked, could be achieved; 
otherwise, I am afraid price stability can  
never  be    achieved.    After   all, Cotton 
Corporation of India is a public undertaking.   
And our Prime Minister !     was kind 
enougli to say the day be-I    fore   yesterday   
that  it   is   the   policy I    of this 
Government not only     to en-'     courage   
these      public   undertakings I     but also to 
see that they become pros-I     perous in 
many ways.    If that is the i    policy, I would 
call-upon the Govern-I    ment to see that tlie 
Cotton Coipora-!     tion of India comes into 
the market !     in  a very big  way.    This  
year they I     must at least purchase 20 per 
cent of 1     the cotton that is    estimated to    
be produced tliis year. 

The next point that I would suggest to the 
Government is that the Government should 
take this opportunity to build a bufferstock. 
If it can build a bufferstock of 5 to 6 lakh 
bales, .it will go a long way in stabilising the 
prices.    Once this bufferstock is   built  up,   
I   am   sure,   the 3 P.M.cotton     price     
will     remain stable. From the draft plan,  
one finA'i that the additional cloth that is 
required is to the tune of 2,600 million 
metres. That is enormous. A lot of cotton is 
also required for that.    We have, therefore, 
to see 
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that our cotton production is increased. Out of 
these 2,600 million metres, ,of cloth that is 
earmarked for hand- I loom sector is 1,400 
million metres. ] For mill sector it is 400 
million metres and for pow.erloom sector it is 
100 million metres. If we do not stabilise the 
price of cotton and increase our production of 
cotton, the worst sufferers will be the 
handloom sector. 

I am very happy to see that the plan 
envisages development of weaker sectors so 
that they could generate lot of employment. 
Only this way unemployment and under-
employment, as assessed for the present, can 
be removed within the reasonable period of 
ten years. It is for tliis reason that I would like 
to suggest that immediate steps should be 
taken to see that the Cotton Corporation of 
India steps into the field and adequate buffer-
stock is built up. My other suggestion is that 
importation of man-made fibre should be done 
away with. It should be stopped. Wliatever 
other restrictions are placed on the mill 
production should also go away. This is pne 
point I would like to stress. 

The other thing is that I have moved an 
amendment to the Prime Minister's Motion 
saying that this House sees with dismay that 
no specific provision has been made for the 
advancement of the socially and educationally 
backward classes of citizens other than the 
Scheduled Castes and Tribes. From the draft 
plan I find that due provision has been made 
for the advancement of the Scheduled Castes 
and Tribes. For instance, the amount 
earmarked during the plan period, namely up 
to 1983, is Rs. 544 crores for this purpose. 
This is an addition to the other general help 
available to these weaker sections. But there 
are other equally, socially and educationally 
backward classes of people. I am very sorry to 
say that no mention has been made about 
these classes of people and J^o provision has 
been made for their advancement.      The 
question may be   ' 

asked as to who these people are. The late 
Pandit Nehru once said that they are the 
forgotten children of India. That is very true. 
These backward classes have not been defined 
in our Constitution in a clear manner. Our 
Constitution mentions only three categories of 
backward classes. One, the Scheduled Castes 
w'ho have been specified in article 341 of the 
Constitution. Two, the Scheduled Tribes who 
have been mentioned in article 342 of the 
Constitution, Then there are other backward 
classes. The Scheduled Castes and Tribes 
have been clearly mentioned and the criteria 
for identifying them are un-touchability and 
habitate in jungle respectively. There are other 
educationally and socially backward classes 
who have not been defined in the Constitution. 
For this purpose there is a provision in article 
340 of our Constitution to appoint a 
Commission to suggest who the other 
backward classes are. As you are aware, Sir, 
in the past, the Kaka Kalelkar Commission 
was appointed and that Commission submitted 
its Report to the Government in 1955. But 
after examining that Report in detail, it was 
found by the Government then that it was not 
strictly in accordance with the provisions and 
the requiremen's of our Constituft-n because it 
stricted the meaning of backwardness so much 
that unnecessarily a large number of people 
came to be included in the list of backward 
classes and, therefore, the matter was shelved. 
(Time bell rings). Kindly give me five more 
minutes, Sir, because I am going t<; speak on 
a very important issue and I want specially to 
draw the attention cf the  Government to this 
issue. 

Sir, after the Kalelkar Commission's 
recommendations were not accepted, no 
attempt has since then been made at the 
national level to draw up a national list. But I 
am now happy that about two months ago, the 
Government came forward and took a deci-
sion to appoint a Backward Classes 
Commission. But it has not been constituted. I 
would like to earnestly 
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submit that there is a dire need for constituting 
that Commission and there is a need for that 
Commission to report to the Government within a 
limited period, say, within tTiree months or four 
months or six months, so that the Government 
would know who these socially and educationally 
backward classes are. And, Sir, on tliis point, 
several decisions have been given and I refer 
especially to the decision given by the Kothari 
Commission on University Education. There, in 
their Report they have clearly stated, after a 
thorough examination, that these classes of 
people who are to be designated as educationally 
and socially backward classes should not be more 
than one-third of the population and this is very 
true. But when this was left to the various States 
to decide and when the various States started 
preparing their own list of backward classes and 
started going ahead with their work, it was found 
that an attempt had been made and was being 
made to stretch the meaning of the term 
"backwardness" so much that a large number of 
advanced '^lasses were also included in the lists. 
This was so in Karnataka and it was ^0 in many 
other States also and the result has been that there 
has been unnecessary bitterness and there have 
been unnecessary bickerings amongst the major 
communities. When one advanced community 
which is known to be advanced, is included, the 
other equally advanced communities will 
clamour for inclusion and that appears to be the 
case in the Bihar episode n'.w. This is a very 
important issue. But I do not want to take much 
time on this. I would urge upon the Government 
to go ahead with the appointment of the 
commission and entrust it with this work and to 
draw up a national list of backward classes 
strictly in accordance with the dicta that have 
been laid down by the Supreme Court in various 
cases. In this connection, I would like to draw the 
attention of the Government particularly to the 
judgement   given  by     Mr.   Gajendra- 

gadkar in a famous case, known as the 
Balaji's case, which emanated from 
Karnataka. There, in that case, Sir, Mr. 
Gajendragadkar has done full justice to the 
matter. He has said that people to be 
included in this list should only be 
educationally and socially backward, not 
merely educationally, not nierely socially 
but they must be both educationally and 
socially backward and not economically 
also. Sir, the other day, our Prime Minister 
was telling us that the people who live 
below the poverty line constitute 51 p3r 
cent. But all this 51 per cent of the 
population cannot come under this list of 
socially and educationally backward 
classes. In the Plan, Sir, I find very good 
provisions which have been made to 
generate employment opportunities and 
increase the employment potentialities in 
the various sectors through various schemes 
and I am sure tliat if the Plan is implemen-
ted, it will go a long way in helpir L; these 
weaker sections in improving their 
economic lot and there is no doubt about it. 
I am really very happy that a tremendous 
achievement has been made and is likely to 
be made if we were sincere in implementing 
the Plan, Of course, implementation is a 
very important part of the whole scheme 
and, for the first time, what I have observed 
is, that the implementation part of it has 
baen taken      care of. 

That is why it is called the rolling plan. 
Every year it has to be examined what has 
been achieved. .. (Time bell r i n g s ) . . .  not 
me.-ely go on say ing that we are 
overlooking some of the things, with the 
result that many of the Plan projects do not 
see the light of the day. It is for this reason, 
Sir, that I fully support the rolling plan. 
This is the right plan that we have 
envisaged for the improvement of the lot of 
our people. But ' I have been telling. Sir; 
Kindly draw ^ Up a national list of 
backward classes and make provision. I 
have seen the draft Plan under the head 
'Backward Classes', but the discussion is 
only On Scheduled Castes sfnd Schedu- 
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led Tribes, not about socially and 
educationally backward classfes like 
fishermen de-notified tribes, nomadic tribes, 
seminomadic tribes,, wanderers, beggars etc. 
What provision has been made specifically 
for these people in the Plan? It is for this 
reason, Sir, that I have moved an amendment. 
I do not want to take more time, but I would 
urge upon the Government to consider the 
amendment I have moved, so that sufficient 
provision could be made for these unfortunate 
people. They are socially and educationally 
backward, for which under article 15(4) of the 
Constitution, special attention has to be given 
and special provision has to be made for their 
advancement in all walks of life —in matters 
of education, economic development, 
industrial field and all other  fields of our  
activities. 

With these words, Sir, I have done. 
SHRI RISHI KUMAR MISHRA 

(Rajasthan) . Mr. Deputy Chairman, Sir, I 
must say that I am greatly disappointed to 
see the Sixth Plan document which smacks 
of total complacency on the part of the 
planners and of the Government. It appears 
that they have learned nothing from the 
mistakes of the past and they have chosen to 
imitate and copy all those blunders that were 
committed in our economy during the last 
ten years. The Plan seem^s to take a very 
complacent view of the problems that India 
is going to face during the next decade. In 
fact, it is a perspectiveless Plan, and since 
the rolling concept hag been introduced, it is 
difficult to say whether it is a Plan with any 
time validity at all, whether the discipline of 
physical targets is going to be observed by 
the Government or whether t(hey are going 
to tinker, change and modify the physical 
targets as they continue to fail on various 
fronts. Sir, India is passing through a very 
serious economic and political crisis. It is a 
crisis not in terms of any partisan politics, 
but it is a crisis of deep dimensions and 
unless this Plan takes note of that crisis both 
in 

its   social   and  economic   aspects,     it 
would prove to be a document   of total 
irrelevance as far as the future of this country 
is concerned.    As we see, Sir, regional 
conflicts,  caste conflicts, communal conflicts 
and class conflicts are growing in various parts 
of    tile country.    These   are   not      
superficial but  these     are  the     results   of  
the malaise     which   affects     the   Indian 
economy today.   As you are    aware, Sir, 
there is no point in saying that the   
inequalities  that  persist    in   our economy 
today are the    result of 30 years   of  planning   
if  you   are   going to follow the line  which is 
going to aggravate those inequalities.     As 
you see, Sir,, 20 per cent of households in our 
rural areas, each having less than Rs.   1000  
of assets,   have  only  1  per cent of total 
assets in our rural areas. Mr.   Deputy 
Chairman, on the other hand, 4 per cent of 
households with asset value of Rs. 50,000 or 
more have appi'topriated   30   per   cent      of   
total assets in our rural area.    'If we look from 
the point  of view  of consumption standards, 
the lowest 20 per cent of   our   people     in   
the   rural   areas account for only 9.5 per cent 
of total consumption while the top 20 per cent 
account for around 38 per cent of the total  
consumption.    This  glaring  picture of 
inequality that persists in our economy should 
be the basic motivation   for     any   planning     
in     future. Secondly,   we,   as a proud and 
independent     nation,     should  strive     to 
achieve the objective of self-reliance within 
the fixed time frame.      Many of  the  
constituents     of     the  Janata Party have 
been talking of fixed time-schedules    for       
implementation  • ot various plans in the past 
and one ot their   planks   of    attack   on    
earlier plans, policies  and programmes    was 
that they did not   have a fixed tim'e-schedule.    
The Indian economy is on an explosive point.    
The total labour force is going to increase by 
65 million and  by the end  of  this plan  
period, it will be three and a half times of the 
total labour force in the organised sector,   
both   in   the  public   and    the 
private sectors.    But I find that    the 
Government's thinking ig hemmed by 
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funny controversies which have    been created 
in order to confuse the issues   and  not  to find 
any solutions.        A    controversy    has    been 
created    between  agriculture     and  industry.      
A    I controversy has been created between 
rural development and urban development. A 
controversy has been created between small 
scale industry and large scale industry. I want 
to submit—and 1 would prove within a few 
minutes— that  these  are  funny     
controversies and that they only indicate    a 
total lack  of perspective  on     the part  of the 
Government.    But before x come to  that  
point,  I  charge this  Government for giving up 
the objective    of self-reliance which was  one  
of    the guiding    principles      which    had  
informed    our    planning efforts, especially  
when the  draft  Fifth  Plan was "repared.      In 
fact, since the    Third Five-Year Plan, one of 
the objectives of   our   various   plans      has   
been   to achieve self-reliance an^ it was in the 
Fourth Plan that the meaning of self-reliance 
was quantified and explained. The Approach  tp 
the Fifth Plan Document, in its very first 
sentence, had sai(j   that   removal     of   
poverty   and attair.mevit   of   economic   self-
reliance are   the  two   majoj.   tasks   which   
the country     has  set  out  to  accomplish. 
Again, when the Draft Fifth Plan was finalised,  
it     was   reiterated  in    the very first sentence 
of that draft also that  removal  of  poverty  and  
attainment of economic self-reliance are the 
two  strategic  goals  that  the country has set 
for itself and it was promised that by the end of 
the Sixth Plan we will  take   the   country's" 
economy   to a stage where we will have 
achieved self-reliance      in   the   sense   that   
we would  reduce  net aid to zero.      But Sir,   
the   Sixth   Plan   document   does not mention 
attair. hem of self-' I Han as one of its basic 
objectives. In fact, it   has   not   given   any   
high   priority to it though the objectives have 
been defined and a lip service 7ias been paid to  
this  objective.    You "wilT see  that a  
deceptive    formulation    has    been made.    
After listing the various itenis, this formulation 
says that the prlrhaFy 

objective  should     be  to  ensure    the 
country's  continue^   progress  towards seii-
reMance.   It means  that "you  are just   talking   
in   geneiiality   that   you will take ffle "country 
forward towards the  objective   of   seli-
reliance   to   be attained On  an  undeterminate  
future date.    This,   Sir,   is   a      very   serious 
matter,    i think India     has  achieved scientific 
and  technological capability. I thi'ak India has 
made advances    in the field  of creating 
Industrial capacities, India" has made advance 
in the field   of   increasing   agricultural   pro-
duction   and  with   that   we  can  now look 
forward    to self-reliance as one of the concrete 
objectives which can be realised within a fixed 
time-frame. This has not been done,, Sir, 
because tihis   Government's   planning   is ; not 
informed with national interest. They are    
guided  by    the World     Bank's thinking 
which they want to impose on the Third World 
countries and on the  developing  economies.     
What  is that strategy?    That strategy in rela-
tion to developing Third World countries  is    
to    freeze  their       economic development,  
freeze their     industrial progress,     freeze their  
progress     towards   self-reliance     and   create     
a situation   in   which   theiy   would     be 
vulnerable to external pressures. And, this has 
been done,  not for the first time, but,  in fact,    
Sir, this    process started    from    mid-60s.    
(Time    bsll rings) 

Sir, I would like to request you to bear with 
me for a while when I draw your attention to 
the fact that if we look back to 20 yearg of 
India's development from 1954-55 to 1975-76, 
we can broadly divide it into two decades. The 
first decade, which I would like to call the 
Nehru decade, and the second decade. What 
were the main features of the first decade? 
During the first decade from 1952-53 to 1962-
63, till Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru died,, we find 
that Pandit Nehru was being accused of giganti- 
— cism, of giving encouragement to big 
industries. But we find that the rate of 
agricultural growth during that period was very 
high, that the rate of industrial     production 
was     very 
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high, that there was relative price stability in the 
country, that there was expansion of 
employment opportunities in the country and 
that there was advance in the field of science 
and technology. 
After  Pandit  Nehru's   death,   when we faced 
a difficult situation,, following the Indo-China 
war,  U;e     World Bank  and  the  imperialist  
forces  began to impose on India a policy which 
would suit them  and, if you remember,  it  was  
during  the  Third     Plan period that thi'3 talk  
of  giving more emphasis to  agriculture was 
brought about.   But what was the result during  
the   ten   years   when   supposedly there was 
greater emphasis  on agriculture?    The result 
was that the rate of   growth   in   agriculture      
declined from 4,5 per cent to 2 per cent, except 
in the case of wheat, for which there  were  a  
variety  of  reasons.  In the case of rice, pulses, 
sugarcane,, in   i fact, in every other field, the 
rate of growth  dechned.   There  was    indus-
trial stagnation. There was unemployment crisis 
and the    advance   of the country in  the field  
of  science    and technology also    came to a 
halt.    An attempt was made when late Mr. D. 
P. Dhar was the Planning Minister to break 
from that trend and when the draft  Fifth  Five-
Year  Plan  was  formulated a set of policies 
were sought to be introduced which would    
take back the country on its rails and give it a 
new impetus both in the industrial and the 
agricultural fields. 

I need not tell you. Sir, that there is  a close  
linkage  between     industry and  agriculture.    
When we go to an agriculturist, what does he 
want?    If he wants electricity, if he wants fer-
tiliser, if he wants roads, if he wants pesticides,   
if   he   wants     insecticides, all   these   are   
products  of  large-scale industry and,    
therefore,    there is a close   linkage   between  
industrial   development   and   agricultural   
development.    Those who try to decry      the 
industrial   development,   are     against the  
farmers  of  this  country.      They may be in 
favour of the     farmers of some other countries 
from where they 

want to import commodities.    But, as far as the 
interests of Indian farmers are  concerned, there  
is  a  close  linkage  between  industrial     
development and  agricultural  development.   
Therefore, I say that this is a phoney con-
troversy,   which     informs   this     Plan and  
which  influences  the  policies  of this 
Government.    But, unfortunately. Sir, I must 
admit that after the draft Fifth  Five-Year  Plan  
was     prepared and  certain  steps  were  taken,       
like the take over of the wholesale trade in  
foodgrains and  certain  other  progressive 
measures were taken,        the vested  interests of 
the  country  launched a big offensive and, 
during     th3 period  of  emergency,  instead  of  
carrying  forward   that   strategy   of  self-
reliance,  the  then     Government  succumbed 
to the pressure of vested interests and came 
under the influence of  the World Bank for 
which a  big chit was given even to Mrs. 
Gandhi's regime by the World Bank, just      as 
this Government is also getting certificates from 
the World Bank, because I find in the policies of 
this Government a continuation of the same per-
nicious     trend.     (Time     bell     rings) 
Finally,  when  the  Fifth  Plan       was finalised, 
at that time also, the objective  of  self-reliance  
was  given      up and many of those basic 
instruments that  were  forged  during  the  
Second Plan period and revived     during the 
1972—74 period were dismantled. 

Before I conclude, Sir, I would like to  know 
from the  Government what its stand is in regard 
to the inviolability   of  the   physical   targets  
set   in the Sixth Five-Year Plan.  Does    the 
concept  of a rolling plan  mean that every   year      
these      targets  will  be changed and revised?    
Second,    what is  the  Government's  stand  in  
regard to the objective of self-reliance? Are they 
prepared to give an assurance to the country that 
this objective would be   pursued   and   achieved   
within     a fixed  time-frame?     This  
Government is in a better position to make such I      
a comim.itment because of a very good I 
position  with    regard to foreign  ex-l        
change and food reserves that it has 
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inherited.      Unfortunately,  it  is  frittering 
away the resources that it has got.   The latest 
decision that the Government  has   taken   to   
empower   the Reserve Bank to invest India's 
foreign exchange  resources  in  other     
countries,  Mr.  Deputy Chairman,      is      a 
shocking decision. All over the world, the 
third world countries are fighting for transfer 
of resources from      the rich, affluent and 
developed countries to   the   developing   
countries.       Here is  a  Government     of  a     
developing country  which  takes  a  decision  
that it   will  invest  its  foreign     exchange 
resources in international banks,      in foreign 
banks,  in  foreign     s|curities, which are 
going to finance the activities of the industrial 
houses of     ihe developed    countries.      It is    
a step which, to say the least, is completely 
against  the  interests  of this country. In the  
end,  Mr.  Deputy Chairman, I  would  say that     
the     Sixth     Plan document talks a lot about 
the poor, talks a lot about unemployment,    
but I  would say that the policies      that are 
indicated in it—and the record ot the Janata 
Party Government during the last 12 months 
bears it out—are a    ' warning to us that the 
poor, especially in the rural areas, are going to 
be the   worst   victims   of  the   pernicious 
policies   and   administrative   measures of  
this     Government.       Twenty-five per cent 
of the Indian working force, i.e.  the 
agricultural labour,  are     the worst  hit   
today.       There  is talk  of minimum wages 
but no steps are being  taken  to  implement 
this     thing. In fact, there is talk of 
employment. 

The Maharashtra Government, as you are 
aware, sent a scheme for employment 
guarantee which enjoins upon the 
administration to provide employment to the 
unemployed people in the rural areas, but the 
Central Government has refused to give its 
concurrence to it and the Prime Minister has 
said that he is not in favour of giving doles. 
You have to create 60 million new jobs every 
year if the problem of unemployment has to  
be tackled.    The 

Sixth Pian does not indicate how this is going 
to be done, though a promise has been made 
that within a period of 10 years the problem of 
unemployment will be solved. Fortunately, or 
unfortunately there will not be many people to 
answer for the failure of their promises, for the 
non-fufilment of their pledges; and, therefore, 
it is very easy to make a promise. If there were 
some indication in this Plan that this is how 
they are going to solve the problem of 
unemployment, it would have been all right. 

Then there is talk of rural development, but 
there is no indication as to how the basic 
question of marketing of the products of the 
rural industries is going to be solved. 

As far as the prices are concerned, there 
have been statements made by the Minister 
for Civil Supplies and by llie Prime Minister. 
In fact, the Prime Minister has made many 
statements. In the month of March he had said 
that the problem of prices would be solved in 
two months. Since then, like a Judge or a 
Magistrate in a court, he has been giving dates 
V/hen the problem of prices is going to be 
solved. We were promised that by September 
the public distribution system would be in 
operation in the whole country. But it is not 
there. And the Sixth Plan does not make any 
commitment of creating a viable public 
distribution system. Therefore, Sir, in 
conclusion, I would say that tills is a 
disappointing Plan, this is a Plan which 
smacks of callousness; it is anti-national and 
against the interests of the Indian people. 

SHRI K. S. MALLE GOWDA (Kar-
nataka): Sir, speaking on the Draft Five-Year 
Plan for 1978—83, I want to tell some 
simple truths about the political and 
economic conditions obtaining in our 
country as a result of the narrow-minded and 
wrong economic policies followed in the last 
five Five-Year Plans. I can simply charge the 
Congress Government at the Centre  which  
ruled  this  country  for  an 
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unbroken period of thirty long years, that they 
have discriminated against liie rural citizen, 
fooled him with impu)iity in regard to the basic 
economic policies and divided our people 
markedly as rural and urban citizens and have 
allowed the rural and urban socio-economic 
gap to widen inexorably to the point of causing 
political explosion. 

Both the Houses of Parliament, dur" ing the 
last thirty years, have reverberated to the same 
cries of rural uplift, deep concern for the 
farmer and the weaker sections of society 
almost every day when the Houses were in 
Session, which may have served to advance the 
interests of some of the speakers. But as they 
were not realistic and pragmatic in their 
approach to the rural problems. We do not see 
any basic changes in the look and in the socio-
economic content of the villages and there is 
no significant progress and prosperity in thf: 
villages of India as compared with the progress 
in urban India. 

Sir, I would like to point out here that, so far, 
the Government or    the Planning      
Commission      have      not attempted to    
define a    middle class family.  I would like 
to bring    home to you. Sir, and to the    
Members of Parliament that    as a    result of 
the agricultural   policies, that is, in truth, the 
economic policies, followed in the oast live-
Year Plans, they have been demolishing the     
rural     middle class with  political  ends     
with the  result there is not much    scope for 
savings generation   and   new  investment    
in rural India  and there  is     not much scope 
for employment generation and to pay higher    
wages to the agricultural workers    except in 
some small pockets of cash    crop growing 
areas. We cannot    modernise    our    villages 
with better, habitable, modern hous^^^ 
Speaking about the need for savings 
generation in rural    India, I refer to the  
subject of  housing only.    I may bring to the 
attention of this august House that    our    
shortage in    rural housing including sub-
standard houses to be rebuilt    or    improved, 
is about 

seven crore houses. Even if two-thirds of 
them are to be rebuilt, we need a colossal 
sum of Rs. 30,U0O crores assuming that 
each house would cost even such a small 
sum as Rs. 6,000. Is it possible to modernise 
our villages, even in the next hundred years, 
when Government policies incapacitate the 
rural families from generating sufficient 
savings for investment in better agriculture, 
better housing and better living? 

Sir, the survival of the middle class in the 
rural economy is a vital neces sity for 
increasing production in the fields and making 
self-help and self- reliance the basis for human 
exis 
tence and for the prosperity of our country. We 
must make sure that our land policy fosters the 
growth of an economically independent middle 
class in cur villages and does not cut at its 
roots. Democracy cannot sur vive in our 
country, and for that matter in any country of 
the world, without healthy, enterprising, 
inbelli- gent and charitable urban and rural 
middle classes.         
Sir,  it is  time  for responsible  and important   
citizens  like   Members   of Parliament to 
understand that    today there is no landed 
feudalism in India after  the abolition     of 
Jagirs, Jodis, Inams etc.   We should feel happy 
that under the land reform measures, the tenant 
becomes the owner of the land. There is no    
landed    capitalism with the imposition of 
ceiling generally on land-holding at ten to 
eighteen acres for a family of five    people.    
Aten. acre   holding,   generally,   may  give   a 
net income of about Rs.      9,000 per annum for 
three working people in a rural family while a 
cook of Ashoka Hotel in    Delhi is    paid    
nearly Rs. 25,000  per   annum.     Let  those  
representatives of people who talk of rich 
farmers  say how  many rich farmers in this 
vast country pay agricultural income-tax and 
how many rich    farmers    wholly deriving    
income from agriculture own cars and compare 
the figures with those of the urban citizens.    
Then, they will know to what 
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Jiass the farmers of India have come Under 
tljeir deep concern and care in modern India. 

It is time for us to understand that there is a 
great change in the attitud' and aptitude of 
man today from what we had seen only 
twenty years ago. His living style, his food, 
his working habits and hi3^ dress style have 
changed and his wants have increased. It is 
time for us to understand thai a ten-acre 
maximum-sized holding is no answer to the 
hopes and aspirations of a modern, educated 
rural youth. That is why he is asking for 
reservation not of lanjd, but of jobs in Bihar, 
U.P. and other parts of tiie country so that he 
need not have to iive in his dark, dingy, 
muddy village, so that he can forget thr, 
drudgery and misery of the miry land. Now, I 
would like to speak about our family planning 
programme. Suffice it to say that we are not 
succeeding in bringing down the growth-rate 
of population. I think that my colleagues here 
will agree that we have no other better 
business than to speak out for increasing the 
incomes of every family in the country 
belonging to the middle classes and below. 
They include farmers, workers, artisan;?, 
journalists, officials small business men etc. 
With our resources^—land, financial, mineral 
and industrial—is it possible to end poverty in 
India in ten years with a colossal population 
of 630 million people if we allow it to grow 
fast even at 2 per cent annually? 

With the poverty of the masses will 
India not go under some form of a 
totalitarian Government or authori 
tarian or military Government as al 
most all of the Asian countries, in 
cluding Bangladesh, Pakistan, 
Afghanistan, have gone under witli 
mounting unemployment, under-emp- 
loyment, poverty and with increasing 
number of insoluble problems if the 
economic growth rate is not rapid and 
outpaces the population growth and 
poverty is not ended within the next 
ten years? 

In this connection, I would like to state 
what Sir Julian Huxley, Uie eminent British 
scientist, told the Sixth International 
Conference on Planned Parenthood held at 
New Delhi in 1959, that India's position ii the 
matter of population was crucial. "She is the 
largest democratic underdeveloped nation not 
only in Asia but in the world. Failure to solve 
her population problem will be a political and 
social disaster; success will secure her 
leadership in Asia and give nope to the world 
at large," he said. 

China has now succeeded in reducing the 
population growth-rate to one per cent while 
in India it is two per cent. So, China has stolen 
the show. Sir Julian also said that "a study of 
li^dia's population problem made by experts 
had revealed that at the pre sent I'ate of 
growth she would double her population in 45 
years and would reach three-quarters of a 
billion before the end of the present century—
during the lifetime of many Indians living." 

In a brilliant article of Huxley, entitled 
"Tyranny over the Mind" he asserts that 20 
years from now all the world's overpopulated 
and underdeveloped countries will be under 
some form of 'totalitarian rule'. This is what he 
said in 1959. Now it is 1978—about 20 years 
have passed. He continues, "Whenever the 
economic life of a nation becomes precarious, 
the Central Government is forced to assume 
additional responsibilities for the general 
welfare. It must work out elaborate plans for 
dealing with a critical situation. It must 
impose ever greater restrictions upon the 
activities of its subjects, aBd if, as is very 
likely, worsening economic conditions result 
in political unrest. Or open rebellion, the 
Centra] Government must intervene to 
preserve public order and its own authority. 
More and more powe-r is thus concentrated in 
the hands of the executives and their 
bureaucratic managers. But the nature of 
power is such that, even those who have not    
sought it 
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but have had it forced    upon    them,   tend to 
acquire a taste for more. 

Lead us not into temptation, we pray—and 
with good reason; for when human beings are 
tempted too enticingly or too long, they 
generally yield. 

A democratic Constitution is a device 
preventing the local rulers from yielding to 
those particularly dangerous temptations that 
arise when loo much power is concentrated in 
too few hands. Such a Constitution works 
pretty well where, as in Britain or the United 
States, there is a traditional respect for 
constitutional procedures. 

Wliere the    republican or    limited 
monarchical    tradition is    weak,  the best of 
constitutions will not    prevent ambitious 
politicians from succumbing with glee and 
gusto to the temptations    i of power.     And 
in any country where    ] numbers have begun 
to press heavily    | upon available resources, 
these tempta-tions cannot fail to rise. 

Over-population   leads  to  economic 
insecurity  and  social     unrest.  Unrest and  
insecurity lead to more     control by the 
Central    Government and  an increase  of  
their  power.    In  the  absence  of  a     
constitutional     tradition, this increased    
power    will probably be exercised in a 
dictatorial    fashion. Even if Communism had   
never been invented, this would be likely to 
happen.     But  Communism  has  been  in-
vented.    Given this fact, the probability   of  
over-population  leading  through unrest to 
dictatorship becomes    a virtual certainty..    It 
is a pretty safe belt  that, 20 years from now, 
all the world's over-powered  and underdeve-
loped  countries     will  be  under  some form     
of     totalitarian     rule.    {Time Bell rings). 

I am finishing. Sir. With a massive 
package programme of incentives and 
disincentives, within the next 3 years, we 
must bring down the poulation growth rate to 
1 per cent from the present 2.2 per cent. The 
Government is now giving about Rs. 60 to a 
person who gets sterilised,    This 

must be enhanced to Rs. 200. Rs. 500 
crores per annum should be earmarked for 
giving such grants. If we do not achieve 
the above target within the next three 
years, the ruling party should have a 
dialogue with the Opposition parties to 
introduce statutory family planning 
programme, limiting the number of 
children for a couple to three. 

We must remember that China^ a 
Communist country, has brought down the 
birth rate drastically to about 1 per cent 
within a short time. Thank you. 

SHRI AJIT KUMAR SHARMA 
(Assam): Sir, the draft Plan document that 
has been placed before the House gives a 
new perspective for the development of the 
country. In fact, it has put the development 
plan in the correct rails after so many 
years. Possibly, it is just because of this 
news idea and the new perspective that 
many of our hon. Members who spoke 
yesterday could not exactly assess or 
understand the implications of this Plan. 
And this is the main reason for their 
criticism, in many cases in the wildest of 
language. 

When I heard four of the prominent hon.   
Members of the Opposition yesterday,    I    
was wondering why they should   be    
criticising  the    Plan  like this.   The hon. 
Member,   Shri Pranab Mukherjee,       
admitted that this Plan was very ambitious     
but he doubted whether the  Janata  
Government had the political will and 
capacity to implement it.    Then   came 
another hon. Member,  Shri  Sankar     
Ghose.       He said   something  different.      
He     said I    that the Plan was too small 
and very timid and he criticised it on the 
basis of this analysis of the character of the 
Plan.     According to our most  sefHor 
hon.   Member,     Shri Bhupesh  Gupta, 
the size of the Plan is quite substantial.      
Of  course,     while   continuing his 
arguments, he said that   the Plan was anti-
national and he used all possible adjectives 
to condemn the Plan. And today I have 
heard another hon. Member saying that the 
Plan is perspective-less and it is not in 
national 
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interest.      After   hearing  ,all  ,  these hon.    
Members,     I   am   reminded   of those blind 
men trying to understand the elephant.    
Somebody held the leg And said that was the 
elephant    and somebody   else   the   trunk  
and     said that   was   the  elephant     and  So   
on. This    is what has    happened to    the hon. 
critics from the Opposition about this national   
Plan.      They have not understood the plan-
draft.    Although some of them have said that 
this Plan should  be taken  as  a  national  docu-
ment and should be assessed and criticised  
from  that  point   of   view,     yet after  saying  
all   this,   what  they   say shows a very strictly 
narrow partisan line—and    that too,    without   
understanding the Plan itself.    Sir, the dif-
ficulty with the hon'ble critics in this House is 
that they have not been able to understand    the 
real nature of the plan and its real objectives.    
This    is because   of   the   fact   that   for   
many years they have not been able to apply to  
their mind  to  any of the  national problems.     
They    just listened to  their leaders  and  
accepted in toto whatever she said.      So how 
can they have any meaningful thinking now. 

AN HON'BLE MEMBER;    What about 
N.D.C.? 

SHRI AJIT KUMAR SHARMA: Yes, there 
also you have failed to grasp the real import. 
The plan-document has been discussed by the 
N.D.C. One-year Plan has been accepted by 
the Chief Ministers. The objectives of the plan 
have been accepted by the National 
Development Council. Because the Janata 
Government is a democratic' government it 
wants to listen to the opinion of the 
Opposition. So it wants to discuss it again 
before finalising the details of the Plan. This 
was never done by the previous government. 
The previous government simply imposed the 
Plan. Therefore, the whole point is that when 
the Janata Government prepared a plan for 
national development; it placed a new perspec-
tive. During the last so many years this 
perspective was lacking. The previous   
Government   followed      the 

American pattern or the Western pattern in the 
beginning. Then the Government followed the 
Soviet pattern. They imitated either the 
American pattern or the Soviet pattern. With 
all their speeches about self-reliance and self-
respect the previous regime lacked reliance on 
their own strength and had no idea of the 
needs of their own development. The present 
Plan is neither a capitalist Plan nor a 
Communist Plan because a commu'nist or a 
capitalist conception of development cannot 
help a country like India. This basic issue was 
not understoO(i properly. That is why the 
previous Government suffered from a lack of 
national direction and hence the  anomalous 
situation today. 

Sir, from the opposition benches they talk 
about, what is called, the com-manding 
heights by way of public sector. Praises are 
showered on this sector. But these 
commanding heights did 'not help us. If there 
is to be any co'.nmanding height, it must be 
the rural population, the rural sector, not 
some temples of big industries or very large 
industries. 

The public sector concept was bor 
rowed from Soviet Russia. The sophis 
ticated indu.strial development concept 
was borrowed frosn the United States. 
This fact should not be forgotten by 
the critics of the preSfent Plan. In a 
country like ours we can neither base 
our development on the capitalist con 
cept of deve'.opment nor O'JI the basis 
of the communist concept because both 
are dependent on centralised big in 
dustrial development of a country 
which will 'not help a country like 
India with very large population and 
imall capital. Our perspective must be 
a socialist type of development which 
must be based on the rational applica 
tion of the teachings of Mahatma 
Gandhi. This    very,  thing was 
ignored so long and it is for the first time in 
the history of India that the Janata 
Government has accepted this correct 
principle and have now tried to develop the 
cou'n-try towards a new civilization. We are 
going to move in that line and the results  
will be  definitely  better   and 
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serve the best interest of the country 
and the world.  
One hon'ble Member was referring that there 
is a phoney controversy has been raised by 
the Janata Party about the emphasis on 
agriculture vs. the emphasis on industry. But 
fro-m his speech it has become very clear 
that the controversy has 'not been raised by 
the Janata Government or the Janata Party 
but by these very critics who have failed to 
understood the Plan who have nOt cared to 
read the Plan. This is what has happened an 
so, this kind of criticism will not help the 
discussion on the Draft Five-Year Plan-Now, 
Sir, only on one point i would j check quota 
frc'.Ti the very plan "3raft itself. There have 
been many criticisms made about the 'neglect 
of industrial development of this plan. It is 
very surprising that the critics have not I 
even cared to go through the pages regarding 
industrial projects in the Draft Plan. What 
does the Draft Plan say? The Draft Plan very 
clearly says:— 

"While the basic objectives of five-year 
pla'ns are unlikely to vary significantly from 
plan to plan, the strategy anjj pattern of 
investment will need to change 30 aS to 
reflect the prevailing socio-eco'nomic situa-
tion in which the plan is being formulated. In 
the new Five-Year Plan, the highest priority 
attached to tackling the problems of 
employment and poverty a'nd providing 
minimum needs clearly call for an 
investment strategy whicj^ preempts 
resources for sectors such as agriculture and 
allied activities, irrigation, cottage, village 
and small industries. Investment in the 
organised industrial sector with its high 
capital to employment ratio must, therefore, 
get a lower level of priority except to the 
extent that such investment is necessary to 
support the priority sectors." 

Now, where do they find that industries 
have been neglected in this Plan? It is true 
Ja'nata Government does not Want to build 
up the public secTor in 

the way it was done during' the last so many 
years. The public sector industries merely 
proved to be just a replica of the private 
sector exploitation with inefficiency addej to 
it. Just by telling that these are the comma'n-
ding heights of our economy we cannot solve 
our problems. Therefore, Sir^ the -main issue 
that we have got to remember is that the 
Janata Government's perspective is 
completely different. The perspective is o'ne 
of building and developing the whole seciety 
on socialistic lines by applying the rational 
principles laid down by Mahatma Gandhi for 
the development of the Indian Society... 
(Interruptions) 

Sir, it is true that Mahatma Gandhi's name 
must be anathema to many ol our hon. 
Members because what we found during the 
emergency was that even Mahatma 
Ga'ndhi's photographs were removed from 
the offices of the Govern«nent.... 

AN HON. MEMBER: And replaced by 
another Gandhi. 

MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN; Please be 
brief. 

SHRI AJIT KUMAR SHARMA: Yes, 
Sir, I shall refer only to one issue and finish. 
This Plan has givevi more emphasis on the 
development of backward areas and 
backward communities in this country. 
When we talk about backwardness, the 
vvhoTe agricultural sector is a backward 
area and 80 per cent of our population 
resides in the rural sector. This Plan has 
given emphasis on this 80 per cent. Up^ till 
now, each previous Pla'n gave emphasis on 
the remaining 20 per cent of the population 
and on raising one per cent of the 
populatio'n to aristocratic levels every year 
pushin^g 99 per cent to a downward 
position i^ the Indian economy. 

Now the Janata Government seeks to 
revedse this process. The previous 
Government sought to raise one out of one 
hundred persons to a height of 100 feet. The 
Janata Government wants to raise all the 
people, if not to a height of 100 feet, at least 
to a height of 2 feet every year. If a hund- 
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be raised to a height of 2 feet instead of only 
one person being raised to a height of 100 
feet, there is a better perspective and a better 
planning for the Indian people. 

MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN;    Please 
wind up now. 

SHRI AJIT KUMAR SHARMA: There are 
some concessions to the backward 
communities and the backward areas. Now I 
will deal with one aspect of the Plan relating 
to the backward areas, especially Assam and 
the whole North-Eastern region. This Draft 
Plan has Put a special emphasis on the 
development of the backward areas. In this 
respect, the Draft Plan says: "Investment in 
major bridges, roads, marketing facilities or 
communication that could open upon an area, 
make commercial agriculture profitable and 
possibly help to stimulate non-agricultural job 
opportunities". I would only refer to one 
aspect of the Indian development for the last 
many years. What has really happened under 
the centralised political, administrative and 
economic administration? The areas which 
were very distant from New Delhi were 
usually neglected by the bureaucratic 
administration. Whatever be the intentions of 
the Government, in actual working, the distant 
areas were neglected—whether it is the north-
eastern area, whether it is the extreme South 
or other areas distant from New Delhi. I would 
like to mention and emphasis one point about 
the north-eastern region of this country 
comprising of Assam, Meghalaya, Nagaland, 
Arunachal, Uripura and Sikkim. This north-
eastern region is connected by a narrow 
corridor with the rest of India. Once you enter 
into this region, you will find that the 
Brahmaputra river runs about 500 miles and 
there is only one bridge which connects the 
other side of the whole area. This shows how 
for long years this area has been neglected. 
Only during the India-China conflict, there 
was a bridge constructed over the  
Brahmaputra.     And  up  till  now 

there is no alternative bridge—not to speak of 
two or three more—over the long and mighty 
river. Yet at least three bridges are an urgent 
necessity. While every successive 
Government has been saying many soothing 
things declaring its affection and love for the 
hill people and the plains people of these 
areas, in fact nothing has been done for them. 
Now in this Plan there is a definite 
commitment and I hope that the commitment 
for development of this particular area would 
be taken up energetically, particularly with re-
gard to the immediate removal of Uie 
transport bottleneck and implement schemes 
of development of railways, air-ways, water-
ways, road-ways and bridges. 

Now, Sir, I do not want to say anything in 
detail about this matter. But one suggestion I 
would like to make to the Government. 
Although we have had 30-31 years after 
Independence for development, we have not 
yet shown respect to people's languages. The 
development of the languages of the people is 
an important subject which has not been given 
proper emphasis. And because of that, we 
have not been able to develop a national 
language. Whenever the question of national 
language comes up, we still find a debate on 
it. Now I request the Government to translate 
this Draft Five-Year Plan into all the 
languages of India immediately and circulate 
it among the people so that there may be a 
wider discussion. Discussion of this Plan 
should not be confined to the National 
Development Council alone. It should be 
discussed, criticised by different sections of 
people in the whole country and their opinions 
obtained by the Government or the Planning 
Commission. Now if this is done, we will find 
that the new perspective of the Draft Five-
Year Plan would be intelligible and 
understood by different sections of people, 
and the critics who have criticised the Plan 
today, will also support it wholeheartedly 
tomorrow once they understand the total 
implications of this Plan.   Thank you, Sir. 
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SHRI CHARANJIT CHANANA (Delhi): 
Mr. Chairman, Sir, the 276-page document, 
captioned, "Draft Five-Year Plan 1978—83" 
is a very interesting document for many rea-
sons. Of course, I am not referring tD the get-
up of the document or the paper   used. 

My friends would agree with me that 
drafting a Five-Year Plan is not a simple 
exercise unlike writing some thing and getting 
it printed. Drafting of a Plan used to take two 
to three yaars; two to three years were not 
wasted away, they were invested m the shape 
of a working shop. 

[The     Vice-chairman      (Shri     Syed 
Nizam-Ud-Din)   in   the   Chair.] 

The Yojana Bhavan, the five- 
storeyed building of thg Planning 
Commission is not the only building 
of the Planning Commission with its 
officers sitting there; the Planning 
Commission has a network which 
goes and which should go down to 
the village level, and for that reason 
each chapter was based on studies 
which were entrusted to a group of 
experts. There used to be a steering 
committees, there used to be study 
groups and there used to be sub 
groups. That is how a plan was 
drafted, so much so that 
my friends would agree 
with me that the initial portion of the First 
Five-Year Plan is still today recognised as a 
document on economic planning. In fact, 
naming it as the "Draft Five-Year Plan" you 
would see that the contents refer to this also 
many a time and at many places. Maybe, i 
cannot refer that as a printing mistake because 
many a time, in many chapters, it has also 
been captioned as the "Sixth Five-Year Plan." 
I cannot call it a mistake on the part of the 
planners as far as the understanding of the 
concept is con-cerned. I would not say that at 
all, I am only saying that when you introduce 
a concept, let us understand the concept 
before adopting it. 

The Plan claims to be based 01 a 
methodology. The hon. Prime Mmis-ter 
accepted that the slogan that they were raising 
for a very long time, of the rolling plan, was a 
methodology. That methodology must not 
only be understood as far as the meaning of 
the methodology is concerned, but the 
operational part of that methodology should 
also be understood by us. Once we think that 
that can be operated, if you try to raise the 
rolling plan system, let us understand that that 
-means, that yOU have to redraft one Five-
Year Plan every year. It is not only that. Well, 
my friends might say, "you do not worry." 

In statistics, there are three strata of steps: 
One is that we conduct a census, there are 
actual figures. We call them statistics of 
certain facts and figures. 

The second one is when we do not have 
figures,, when we do not have census—for 
example, about 10 years back we did not have 
a live-stock census, of course, fortunately, as 
far as the population is concerned, we have 
been conducting census since 1921—when the 
census is not available, when the annual 
figures are not available, then the second part 
is known as facts from estimates. Even the 
preparation of estimates needs a feed back 
right from the villages. When you draft a Plan, 
we claim it for the rural people also. 

The third one is, if you do not get estimates 
also and want to produce a book like this in a 
few months,, then unfortunately we come to 
the thing known as facts from fiction. Now, I 
do not know; the experts would be able to tell 
you better than I can. Every year if you start 
preparing a plan without the infrastructure for 
getting facts from the figures, from the 
estimates, then you will have to resort to facts 
from fiction. And doing that exercise, I would 
consider, would be a very unfortunate 
exercise at the cost of the whole nation. You 
would,   in  fact,,  be   having   a   wrong 
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perspective. My friends on the treasury 
benches were claiming that they had a correct 
perspective. But a perspective which is built 
on facts from fiction would be no perspective 
at all. 

Now, if you see the rolling plan system 
which is operating in a few socialistic 
countries, you will find thai the rolling plan 
system needs a network right from the base, 
from the village level. Six hundred and 
seventy-five thousand villages will need a data 
bank, will need an agency, which must have 
links,, horizontal as well as vertical. Vertical 
links would need a taluk data bank. Then you 
need the district organisation and then the 
State organisation. You will have to have 30 
major computers to do that. And you will have 
to have about 10 big units at the Central level, 
that means, in the Yojana Bhavan itself. Now, 
to create a rolling plan system we have to 
create a computer system^ which needs 
terminals which unfortunately we do not have. 
Today we do not have any terminal excepting 
one, and that also a small terminal, in Air-
India. This system is a computerised system. 
My question to the treasury benches is this. 
You are quoting the Father of the Nation, 
Mahatma Gandhi; time and again you are 
referring to him. I would say it is a national 
crime to quote him on the floor of the House 
without understanding him. It is a bad thing. 
Would Mahatma Gandhi's model ac-
commodate a network of computers? On the 
one hand, you say this and on the other, you 
are talking of labour-intensive things. Now, 
this is what the rolhng plan system is. If you 
want to create a rolling plan system based on 
facts from fiction, then  I  leave  it  to  you. 

The second thing is, the Plan talks of a 
projection of a growth rate of 4.7 per cent. 
Now, my friends when the> wtre fighting the 
election, they gave cei'tain promises to the 
people. One  of aur friends  said.  "Look, that 

was only an election stunt." I would not like to 
use that word at all. I can only say that the 
Election Manifesto was not worked out by 
them. They had only raised a slogan. So 
without an adjective to that slogan, I would call 
it a slogan. Now, let us understand the working 
of the growth rate, which again is not a simple 
process. If the growth Tate' is to be accelerated, 
it requires the acceleration of each and every 
growth parameter working in different sectors 
in the country, right from the basic level 
up to the top level. Now, I would request you 
to see the growth rates in the country in the last 
few years alone. You have to see it sector-
wise. What happens is that if the performance 
in agriculture is good, then the 
 growth rate is higher. Now, in 1976-77 in 
spite of the fact that the agricultural sector did 
not behave well, the industrial sector's growth 
rate was over 11 per cent.    In 1975-76 the 
 growth rate was 8 per cent. That was because 
the agricultural growth rate was 13.6 per cent. 
Now I wish that your estimates are true 
estimates. But, you have to understand that 
you are  dependent   on   the  mercy  of  the 
 God of Rains because any time the God of 
Rains, maybe Indra Devata, is happy with us, 
we will have good rains and we will have a 
good growth rate. Your Ministers of Finance 
and I'.idustry have been saying that they were   
puzzled   at   the   slower   growth 
I rate in the industrial sector. The industrial 
sector is one sector where you can take credit 
for having done something. Of course, in 
agriculture also you can take the credit. But 
that credit has to be based on Plans. Plans for 
agriculture in this country have to be based on 
a thing known as mobilisation or management 
of water resources, and management of water 
resources is not an overnight job at all. Your 
Plan talks of additional irrigation of 17 million 
hectares. My only question is; What are the 
different projections? What are the details of 
the resources for this additional 17 million 
hectare irrigation? I     And in thig what is the 
share of the 
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rain-God? If everything is dependent on the 
mercy of God, then the best thing is not to 
draft these chapters On agriculture and growth 
rate in Yojana Bhavan; it would be better if 
you do that in some temples praying to God of 
rains. 

The next thing is a slogan means a very 
good thing if it is converted into practice. The 
Janata Party and the Janata Government have 
been claiming to put higher emphasis on or 
attach gre^i.; ui.p'jrfance to rural development 
in the Indian economy. I would only request 
you kindly to do me one favour. In one of its 
analyses of the Draft Plan,, a local newspaper, 
the 'Economic Times', prepared a comparative 
tab.e to compare the allocation made for rural 
development in this Plan—I would not call this 
the Sixth Plan, I would call this the Fifth Five-
Year Plan, 1978— 83, because your Plans are 
not going to be numbered, they might be 
rolling Plans, I do not know how you will be 
able to roll them or roll them at all— and the 
allocations made for rural development in the 
previous Plan. You say 43 per cent allocation 
is being made for rural development in this 
Plan. Well, if you compare it with the 
allocation made in the Fourth Plan, your 
allocation is iiot higher, on the contrary, it is a 
little lower if not equal to, than the allocations 
made for rural development under the Fourth 
plan. 

I woul(j draw your attention to the sub-
headings on outlay for agriculture and rural 
development on page 131 of the Draft Plan. 
There is only one-very important point which 
we read in that which, of course, is connected 
with another subject also, because in a 
developing economy all these are inter-linked. 
We always talk of an integrated rural 
development. Integrated rural development in 
this country needs one very important thing. 
A'flfj that is land reforms. In the rural sector 
80 per cent of the population depends on 
agriculture; so much so if you go to dry 
areas—for example, we are covering the areas 
of Saurash- 

tra in Gujarat—their cropping pat tern is such 
that you have only a single crop in a year; that 
also de pends on whether it rains well or not. 
There whenever you take ce'nsus of the 
occupation patterns of the peo ple,—what is 
the occupation they are involved in?—they 
always say, we are agriculturists—"Ham 
bhoomidar hain" that means, we are 
landlords. 
That is what they always claim. Therefore^ 
unless and until theSe lands which are owned 
by the people are made available, the whole 
plan for agriculture and rural development 
will be meaningless. So long aS the fate of 
agricultural development is kept in the hands 
of a few tycoons in the agricultural sector,, 
you carmot do anything. Land   reforms      
should never be turned into only a slogan or a 
caption. Slogan is a very essential mode Of 
communication. I can understaMd that. But 
slogan is the initiator in the movement. 

After that what you hav-e to do is to 
convert the slogan into practice. Let us do it 
today wihout blaming the previou's 
Government for what they I had not done. 
Unfortunately, we understand that the process 
of land reforms has been put in the reverse 
gear in many States in the country. The 
Janata Government can take credit only for 
that. Unless and until land reforms take place, 
our problem in this field will re-maiM. For 
that purpose you have to appoint a 
Commission like the Monopolies Com-
mission which will degenerate the tycoons 
into a broader base so that every farmer has 
to certify that he has enough land which is an 
economically viable unit. Unless that is done, 
your agricultural plan will be a meaningless 
plan. 

Then, the draft talks of unemployment, 
poverty and inequality. You talk of very good 
things. You say that you will reach a position 
of total employment within ten years. We 
thought that would resorj: to some magic for-
mula to achieve this goal. Unfortunately the 
study we see here about the employment 
patter^ is different, i would not call it a study.     
The ana- 
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lysis that has been made here is a very 
interesting o'ne. I do not know whether I 
could call it a demographic lie. In two five 
years the labour supply has been shown as the 
same. There is no increase. On page 49 of this 
document you say that the age structure of the 
population is changing so that the 
depende^icy ration is likely to decrease, but 
the proportion of the population in the 
working age 15 to 59 is likely to increase 
from 54 per cent at present to 58 per cent in 
1988. This is the argument they adva'ace. 
They say further; 

Therefor, the labour force which is due to 
increase by 30 million in the next five years 
will increase by another 30 million between 
1983 and 1988. 

What should I call it? It is a contradiction. 
Is it not a demogra phic lie? In five-year 
period you say that the increase is 30 milliop. 
In the next five years again you say the 
increase   is  30   million.Now,   one fact you 
must admit. The family planning programme 
has been put in the reverse gear. Let us not 
speak about the fertility rate. BuT the 
mortality rate has gone down. Even if the 
fertihty rate does not go very high, the 
surviving population goes on increasing. In 
the lasi so many years the bulk of the working 
force has increased a^^d this will go on in-
creasing in the next five years aVid ten years. 
Therefore, the figure will he much more than 
what has been given here. The target yOu 
have kept have here is not based on realistic 
data. 

Now, the slogan on poverty and inequality. 
This is a very attractive slogan for the 
ccmmon man. But the common man has 
already got the pinch of two budgets of yours. 
That pinch will not make them accept the 
slogan at all. I was mentioning a few days 
back that the tax revenue from the wage goods 
to the total budget has increased from 16 per 
cent to 29 per cent over the last two budgets, 
whereas they have inherited a system   which   
was   50.9   per   cent   in 

1956-57.    The  share of the    revenue from 
the wage goods in 1956-57   was 50.9 per cent.   
The share of this particular burden of the 
common man due to the tax on wage goods 
came down to  15.1 per cent.      These are 
figures which you can find from the Indirect 
Taxation Enquiry Committee's Report. Now, 
for operating the Plaii yOu need resources and 
we have all bee'n talking  of resource  
mobilisation  and  all that.    I will say only one 
thing.    Sir, We initiated, during the Congress 
regime, a m.ovement to raise the inflow of 
foreign exchange earnings of    the Indian 
settlers abroad into our country. We did not 
want to mop up the resources only.   What we 
wanted to do was to raise the foreign exchange 
reserves of the country and to translate them 
into investment in the country. Now,   you   
can   only  claim  that  you have raised it to 
such a level or that you have  inherited so 
much of such foreig'n exchange reserves 
through the inflow of the foreign exchange 
earnings   of  the   Indian     settlers   abroad. 
But, my dear friends, if you want to utilise 
these resources, you cannot go on saying that 
your foreign exchange reserves  have increased  
or that you have got so much of foreign 
exchange. What you have to do is to make 
efforts seriously to work out a model for the 
optimum   utilisation  of  these  resources 
which are growing every day. As on 22nd 
April, Sir, the reserves stood at Rs. 2,828 
crores and during the last one year alone it was 
Rs. 1,169 crores. What I personally feel is that 
during the next five years, even if you have 
your Rolling Plans, if this rate of increase 
continues, you can have more than ten 
thousand crores of rupees out of this source 
and then ten to twelve thousand crores.    The 
Indian settlers abroad   are  very    serious   
about  one thing and that is the development of 
the  country.    I  personally  feel  that we 
should try to work out a model for the  purpose  
of  optimum utilisation of these  valuable 
resources and we should not go on keeping 
them in the Reserve    Bank  of India.    I  say 
this  (because   the     economic   experts would 
tell you what It will mean. It will mean that it 
has a hig'hly infla- 
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tionary  potential,     that  is,    keeping cash on 
hand. 

THE      VICE-CHAIRMAN      (SHRI 
SYED  NIZAM-UD-DIN):   Please    be 
brief. 

SHRI     CHARANJIT    CHANANA: 
Finally,   Sir,  I  would  like   to   make only 
one submission and would like to draw  the    
attention  of the treasury benches to one thing.    
If at all you want to raise the rate of growth in 
this country,  If at all you want    to increase  it  
to  a  higher  levell,  what you have to do is 
that you have to view  it  operationally    and  
you  will have to do  it    from the base itself. 
When they are talking of the growth rate,  
higher     growth    rate   and    ol rural 
development and of higher employment  or 
total  employment,    Sir, my submission  to 
the  treasury benches is that they should see 
that the Plan has  an  objective    and realistic 
approach towards raising models    of human 
settlements which are economically, socially 
and culturally viable and, for that, what is very 
important is that when you are trying to raise 
such    economically      viable    human 
settlements in the country, you should leven   
start   raising   such   models     in each taluka    
or in each district    and there should  be  a  
few  such models which should be 
representative of the character of the village, 
the economic and    geographical    character  
of  the village.    Once you are able to do it in 
such a way that you can generate what is 
called a demonstration effect in the 
neighbouring areas,  then you would be 
promoting the growth rate which would be a 
general growth rate and which would be put on 
the economic escalator for all times to come. 
Meanwhile, Sir,  w.e have been hearing of a 
thing known as social security.   A developing 
economy like that of India needs one thing like 
economic security and the question of eco-
nomic security is really for improving the lot  
of the     unemployed in    the country.    Each 
Budget, each Plan of ours^I  won't  say  only  
yours—must generate  a  fund known  as the 
Unemployment    Fund to    generate    or 

create economic security in the country. 
Now, Sir, I woxild say one thing only and it 
is that we should mean business and this 
fund shoud be utilised to provide economic 
security. 

With these words, Sir, I would only say 
that the Draft Plan" should be accepted, only 
after a realistic tinge is added to it Op a 
realistic touch is given to it and the needed 
infrastructure is given. Otherwise, Sir, w,e 
will have a Plan which will be like having an 
automobile without wheels. How much 
petrol you are giving" to it is not important. 
What is important is the machine. Therefore, 
you must provide the necessary infrastructure 
with which only you can operate the Plan.   
Thank you. Sir. 

SHRIMATI   LEELA     DAMODARA 
MENON     (Kerala):   Mr.  Vice-Chair-man, 
Sir, this draft Plan is stated to have a new 
strategy for the removal of unemployment, for 
increasing agricultural production, for the 
establishment  of a self-reliant  economy,  etc. 
etc.   Sir, we take no exception to this. But I 
remember that this is nothing neiw.     There   
is   nothing    excitingly new about this.   When 
the Third Plan was introduced in this House by 
the then Prime  Minister,  Pt.  Jawaharlal 
Nehru,  we had the same objectives. When the 
Fifth Plan was placed before this House, then 
also it was for Increased    production   and   
emphasis was also on social justice.   
Therefore, I do not find anything very    much 
new in this draft Plan.      Also,    one thing I 
am glad about is that other Plans  have  not 
been vain  exercises and they have taken this 
country on* the road to some sort of 
development and economic progress.    Also, 
Sir, in spite of its being called a novel Plan, I 
find that the framework on which it is being 
built is the same injra structure of the previous 
Plan.   To me this Plan seems a dream plan and 
also to some extent a paper plan because it is  
vague  and     unrealistic  in    many respects.    
The   Prime   Minister    had explained about 
the rolling plan and how, the  Plan    would  be     
assessed     every year.   I would request the 
hon. 
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Prime Minister first to make an asses-
sment of the implication of these plans by 
the various Ministries. I wloiuld ask him 
whether he would be prepared to see how 
many Ministries would roll and how 
many Ministers have to be punished. Sir, 
because of this rolling plan, the effect of 
the Fifth Plan is cut short. But, to me it 
steems that it is a wastage, because for the 
Sixth Plan to start functioning the Seventh 
Finance Commission has not made its 
report, the State Governments have not 
okayed the Plan, and by that time it will 
be end of the year. Therefore, this year it 
seems to be a limping plan, not really the 
first year of this draft Plan. The shortages 
of this Plan lie in financial aspects as also 
lack of proper injra structure and specially 
in the context of a certain crisis in the 
State. In that respect, when the Planning 
Commission makes an assessment, Sir, it 
would seem as it to some extent it would 
probably be reminding us of the old story 
of a monkey and two cats dividing their 
cake and, finally when the assessment is 
made for the next year, probably very 
little would be left about the State to go 
on. The Prime Minister assured that the 
targets are made very realistic and 
achievable, but very often the limitations 
are sometimes man-made, sometimes 
natural calamities or international 
circumstances which have held up very 
often our Five Year Plan implementation. 
Sir, this has to be taken into account. 

Also, now, the rural areas seem to have 
the maximum amount of atten-Jtion in 
this Plan. But do we have the 
administrative machinery to take on the 
load of these new projects. Sir, even our 
Panchayat institutions are not functioning 
properly as it is. How long will it take for 
those institutions to be geared to take up 
the workload of the implementation of 
this Plan? I also see, that the socio-po'li-
tical leadership of this country and the 
bureaucracy have not yet started working 
together with dynamism, cooperation   
and   co-ordination,   and    1 

think that is one of the major defects 
that would stand as an impediment 
to the Plan.  

Also, the present situation is mostly 
disturbing.    Never    before    has  this 
country   seen   such   a    hydra-headed 
monster  o(f  causteism,     rearing    its 
head    everywhere   in   this    country, 
putting fire and venon into our body  
olitic.   This is a very serious matter 
because it creates violence and lack of  
discipline  and  the whole  air is 
surcharged with hatred.   If we cannot 
implement   this    plan   in   an   atmos-
phere of peace and if the society cannot 
change, then there will be more of 
dissensions.    I  do  not know how far our 
good intentions can help us. Unless w.e 
put a stop to these things, the 
implementatioln is going    to    be very 
difficult indeed.   When I am on the 
question of proper implementation of  the 
Plan,  I feel    that the whole Planning 
Commission itself has to be restructed.    
Unfortunately, it has become an ivory 
tower, very impersonal and very 
unimaginative.    I will give an example of 
the callousness of the Planning 
Commission.   What has happened in 
Kerala?    Over a number of years,  the 
Silent Valley Project was formulated. 
Kerala   Government    is not so rich as to 
waste one crore of rupees.    When   one  
crore   of  rupees were   spent   by  the 
Kerala   Government over this project, 
there was discussion and there were 
differences of opinion.    Nevertheless the 
Plan    has started.    Now,   after    
spending    one crore   of  rupees,   the   
Silent    Valley Project is silenced by the    
Planning Commission.    Why?   It   was   
because of ecological  reasons.    The 
Planning Commission  is   also 
responsible     to look after the problems 
of pollution. Why w.as this mater not 
taken care of early?    Why was this 
project started at all?    The Kerala 
Government cannot    afford  to  waste    
one crore    of rupees.    Now they say that 
the project cannot  be  continued.    What    
is happening in other parts of the country 
in many private and public sector 
industries "with  regard  to this problem  
of  pollution?    Pollution  is  just going 
on.   it is very unimaginative.   I 
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have  a    suggestion  to make.      The 
Planning    Commission   should   spent 
five days in a year in every   State. I am 
just putting it at the minimum to be 
practical.    In this way,  they can come 
face to face with the problems of the 
States and they will know what is going 
on right in the field itself.   I am afraid that 
sitting in air-conditioned  rooms,   the  
Planning  Commission will not be able to 
tackle many of the problems of the States.    
With regard to      increase      in    
production,     the Chinese say that 
industry and    agriculture are the two feet 
of a nation. In the same way,    we can say 
that basic industries  and  small industries 
are like two    arms of an individual. They 
will grow    together and     not separately. 
One should not be allowed to grow 
separately in different direction for the 
simple reason that if we do that,  our    
economy    will not be properly   
balanced.    Mr.   Mohanty,   I think, said 
that he did not believe in major industries 
or big industries.    I think   the   hon.   
Member  meant   that he wanted labour-
intensive industries. We should have basic 
industries. How can we grow our rural 
industries if we do not have enough steel, 
enough cement and other basic materials? 
It was said in this House this morning that 
we really plan to end unemployment  and    
the  agony of    being unemployed.    
Then,   the  Minister   calls it a Utopian  
idea.    With that    idea, how can we 
implement our millions of jobs 
programme?   What is happening' to our 
rural industries?    According toi this Plan, 
the jKhadi and Village Industries are to be 
given crores of rupees.   Now, what is the 
position of the 23 types of industries that 
the Khadi  and  Village  Industries    Com-
mission has taken up.   They are   the 
labour     intensive    industries.      One 
meter of khadi probably costs Rs. 9|-. But 
the poor worker who makes the yarn gets 
only Rs. 1.50.    That is the rate  of  wage    
that  a  worker    in  a village industry  
gets.    I think when we  plan  a  rural  
industry,  we  must also  plan  for  the     
minimum  wages that would be paid to the 
workers. I say this because under many of 
these programmes   and   in   many   of   
these 

industries, the lowest paid worker is 
generally the woman. It is the woman 
who is the lowest paid worker in this 
country. They are the menial workers, 
they are in a category by itself and they 
are the least paid. I make an earnest plea 
that when you plan new industries^ 
wTien you plan new programmes, when 
you plan smaller industries, do something 
by which the worker gets at least the 
minimum wage. Many a time, just after 
starting a new industry, it is closed down 
because they are not viable enough. So, 
something' must be done in this behalf. 

Then, Sir, there is another remarkable 
thing. I understand that Rs. 30 crores 
worth of khadi is lying somewhere 
without being marketed. Pro-hsMly 
/because the Government is subsidising 
the Khadi and Village Industries 
Commission, the Commission can afford 
it. But look at the other aspect of the 
matter. Can we afford to subsidise all 
rural industries to such an extent because 
we do not have a proper marketing 
programme? Should we not think of 
having pro-|)e«r marketing 
organisations? I would request the 
Government to see that something is 
done in order to bring marketing within 
the purview ot industries. 

Another thing that we need to do in 
order to make the rural industries viable 
is to^ have the rural entrepreneurial 
training programme. We do not have any 
such programme at the moment. When 
we make progTamme and plans for the 
future, we cannot make a proper start 
unless we have a cadre of trained people 
in the entrepreneurial field. Without 
people" knowing how to run an industry, 
how are you going to succeed? People 
should know how to run an industry. If 
they do not know, you will not succeed. 
In this connection. Sir, I would request 
that there should not only be a special 
allotment for the rurai entrepreneurial 
training programme but there should be 
such a programme specially designed for 
women.    At the moment only 14 per 
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cent of our women are doing any 
remunerative activity. Unless women are 
actively associated with all these programmes, 
I do not think that it will be possible to have 
the economic rejuvenation of this country. 
(^Time bell rings). 

Somebody, said, what is the need for 
creches, why cannot women look affter their 
children? The children can be looked after by 
their mothers, he said. It is all right for women 
belonging to the upper strata of our society. 
But, what about the women who are engaged 
in the construction activity? It is the women 
who are employed here for whose children 
creches are needed. Who will look after their 
children? If there are no creches, their children 
will remain exposed to sun and rain. It is for 
them that we ask for creches and such other 
social welfare facilities. 
Sir,   my colleague,  Mr.  Dhabe has suggested  
some  amendments  to the Draft Plan. I would 
request the House to accept them. 

Then, Sir something has been said about 
prohibition. We all accept that prohibition is a 
good thing. (Time \bell rings) Sir, I am just 
concluding. In regard to prohibition, the 
Government should see how to rehabilitate the 
toddy-tapers and how to make good the loss 
that the States would be incurring? 

With regard to the sale of gold, our Prime 
Minister, some years back when he was the 
Finance Minister, got the Gold Control Order 
passed which caused havoc throughout the 
country as^a result of which he became the 
most unpopular person in this country not 
only among the goldsmiths but also among 
the better-half population of this country, 

SHRI SHYAM LAL YADAV (Uttar 
Pradesh): But now he is selling gold. 

SHRIMATI LEELA DAMODARA 
MENON; This will also lead to some 

disastrous results. Something wrong about 
the gold and our Prime Minister. 

Then, Sir, I want to say that some 
effective measures should be taken for the 
control of our population explosion. 

SHRI      NAGESHWAR      PRASAD 
SHAHI  (Uttar Pradesh):  The sale of I     gold 
has been resorted to in order to check 
smuggling.  

SHRIMATI LEELA DAMODARA 
MENON: But the smuggling is still going 
on. How can our programme succeed, if we 
are not able to control our population. This 
Draft Plan devotes very little attention to the 
family planning programmes. There are only 
some goody goody words in it. Do you really 
mean to do something? What happened last 
year? What is happening today? Who is there 
to see that they go ahead with these 
programmes? This Draft Plan has posed lot 
of problems and we would like to discuss 
those problems. But due to lack of time, I 
conclude and would only say that this rolling 
plan should not roll or without gathering any 
economic progress and moss and I hope it 
would not also roll this Cabinet.    Thank 
you. 

SHRI KRISHNARAO NARAYAN 
DHULAP (Maharashtra): Mr. Vice- 
Chairman, Sir, I thank you very much 
for giving me an opportunity to put 
forth my comments on the Draft 
Five-Year Plan for the years 1978— 
1983.  

Sir, I have gone through the text of the 
Draft Plan and I have heard the speech of the 
Agriculture Minister, Shri Barnala in this 
House. I was very much disappointed because 
of-the failure of the Janata Government in not 
keeping their promises given to the 
agriculturists of this country. It is true that this 
Plan has given the place of "pTftTiacy to the -
agriculture. They have also big outlays for 
building up infrastructure in rural India. There 
is some provision for improved seeds,  
modern agricultural    practice, 
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access to inputs, extention of the rural 
infrastructure, more irrigation facilities, 
supply of fertilisers, pesticides and all that. 
They have taken care of all the material 
which is necessary for more production in the 
rural area. But they have forgotten the 
agriculturist who is there to put in his efforts 
for giving more production to the country. 

I do not expect from this Government to 
give a socialist base to the Plan. This 
Government is here to see that mixed 
economy remains in this country. There are a 
few people in the Janata Party itself who talk 
about socialism, like Mr. Mohan Dha-ria, 
Mr. George Fernandes, Mr. Madhu Limaye, 
Mr. Surendra Mohan; they all talk of 
socialism. But our Prime Minister is very 
pragmatic in his approach and he says that 
the basis of all his Government activities will 
be Gandhism. So I do not expect that 
socialism is likely to be the basis in this 
mixed economy which is operating in this 
country. I expect the Janata Government at 
least to fulfil the promises given to the 
people. I will, Sir, refer to the election 
manifesto which was published by thg Janata 
Party in the year 1977, in which they have 
pledged... 

SHRI LAKSHMANA MAHAPATRO 
(Orissa): Why do you take up that now?    
That was for elections only. 

SHRI KRISHNARAO NARAYAN 
DHULAP: It has been stated in the third 
paragraph that the Janata Party will lose no 
time in formulating and implementing a 
national wage and price policy based on the 
following principles. And some principles 
are given, where the right to work is also 
accepted by them and for that, an 
amendment to the constitution would be 
sought. Moreover, they have stated that 
primacy of agriculture would be 
emphasised. The manifesto says: 

"The relative neglect of the rural  
sector has created a dangerous im-    balance    
in    the    economy.      The 

farmer has been consistently denied a 
reasonable and fair price for what he 
produces. Allocations for agriculture and 
related development have been grossly 
inadequate and the need for improving the 
condition in the villages has received scarce 
attention." 

In the same vein, it was declared by the 
Janata Party at the time of the elections: 

"The farmer must get a remunerative price 
based on a principle of parity that balances 
the price at which he sells his produce and 
jjie price which he pays for the goods he 
buys." 

This is the pledge which was given to the 
people, particularly, to the agriculturists of 
this country. Moreover, Sir, I would refer to a 
brochure which has been supplied to us by 
the MifJ^s-try of Civil Supplies and 
Cooperation, namely, 'Prices and availability 
of essential commodities--7ttfosg5Ut-^nd 
prospect'—dated November, 1977. In this 
brochure, the Commerce Ministry has told 
the nation;     ^.- - jr ^y-^ .,-, 

"The Government firmly believes that 
remunerative prices must be assured to 
growers with a view to accelerating the 
growth in output of essential agricultural 
commodities." 

This, Sir, is very important. I referred to the 
manifesto of the Janata Party. But here, Mr. 
Dharia, says that his Government firmly 
believes that remunerative prices must be 
assured to growers with a view to accelerating 
the growth in agricultural output. These two 
phrases are very important; 'this Government 
firmly believes' and 'must be assured'. How 
would this assurance be translated into 
practice? This is not possible unless and until 
there is some machinery created by the 
Government to see that remunerative prices 
are given to the agriculturist. Sir, I have gone 
through this Draft Plan and I have also listened 
to the speech of Mr. Barnala. But nowhere in 
the Draft Plan, it has been stated that it is the 
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policy of the Planning Commission to 
give remunerative prices to the agri-
culturists. Unless and until this is assured, 
all talk about creating infrastructure, 
giving inputs and all that would be 
nothing but a fraud on the agriculturists 
of this country. Mr. Barnala, his Party, is 
fighting for remunerative prices for 
agricultural products. Outside, he is 
fighting. Here, being the Minister of 
Agriculture, he did not refer to this 
important demand of the agriculturists of 
this country. On the contrary, Sir, I would 
like to say that stepmotherly treatment is 
being given to the agriculturists. Here, 
they talk about agriculture being given 
the primaCy of place. But the important 
and the crucial demand of the 
agriculturists has not been taken note of 
by this Draft Plan. On the other hand, the 
industrial producers are being given 
remunerative prices and the Government 
is very keen to see that they are given 
remunerative prices. In this connection, I 
would like to refer to pages 185 and 187 
of the Draft Plan. In para 12.14, it has 
been mentioned: 

"Pricing policies in the past have  often 
run counter to our growth priorities in the 
private sector. In the interests of 
containing inflation, prices of products 
have in the past been pegged to such 
unremunerative levels that all new 
investments have come to a halt." 
This is what they talk about industrial 
products. And for that they feel that the 
pricing policy should be altered. 

SHRI LAKSHMANA MAHA-
PATRO: The hon. Member must 
understand that the profits have ranged 
from 60 per cent to 800 per cent, not 
more. Therefore, they have decided just 
that way. 

SHRI    KRISHNARAO    NARAYAN 
DHULAP:  I quote: 

"The problem has been aggravated in 
high priority industries, e.g. 

cement and paper where the capital costs 
of new plants have gone up sharply in the 
last five years. 

Sir, they are taking care of the industries 
and their pricing policy is to see that the 
remunerative price is paid to the industrial 
products. Therefore, on page 187, 
paragraph 12.29, they have said: 

"Government have decided that the 
basis of administered prices will be a 
reasonable rate of net post-tax return on 
the net worth of the company. The 
minimum rate of return will provide a 
reasonable margin over the long term 
bank deposit rate and will depend upon 
the extent of risks and complexity in the 
industry concerned. It is expected, 
therefore, that apprehensions of 
unreasonable restrictions on prices will 
not inhibit private investment nor lead to 
industries falling sick." 

Sir, recently they have taken a decision, 
and a remunerative price has been 
promised to the industrialists who will 
start new factories, cement factories, etc.   
It is said on page 194: 

"One of the main reasons for sluggish 
growth of the industry has been the un-
remunerative low levels of retention 
prices fixed for the Cement Industry. The 
pricing policy recently announced by the 
Government is expected to provide 
stimulus for a substantial expansion of 
capacity in the private sector." 

So, Sir, what I have stated is that a 
step-motherly treatment is meted out to 
the agricultural sector of this country. 
Unless and until the remunerative price is 
paid to agriculturists, their industry will 
go to dogs. Recently, there was a 
movement in Maharashtra regarding the 
price of onions. I had put a question in 
this House and got the reply; wherein the 
Minister has given the prevaifing prices 
of onions in different markets in 
Maharashtra.   Prices prevailing in 
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the last week of April 1978 were as 
under: 
Lasalgaon       Rs. 45-50 for one quintal of 

onions. 
Pimpalgaon    Rs. 15—45 Do. 
Sinnar Rs. 15—45 Do. 

(Nasik) 
When the prices are at such a low 

level, do you expect the agriculturists 
will put in all the costly fertilizers and 
use pesticides, modern agricultural 
implements and other inputs? Until and 
unless their industry, the agriculture 
should be treated as an industry, is 
treated on par with other industries, and 
also if the remunerative price is not paid 
to the agriculturists, all this talk is 
nothing but a humbug and the 
agriculturists' industry will suffer more 
and more. 
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SHRI V. B. RAJU (Andhra Pradesh) : 

Mr. Vice-Chairman, the Government has 
given an opportunity to Parliament to 
discuss the proposed Sixth Plan. This 
sort of a discussion, in my experience, 
though necessary, is not very useful. 
While the previous Government 
formulated the Fifth Plan, it gave an 
opportunity to Members of Parliament to 
constitute themselves into various 
committees on various subjects, sit with 
the concerned Ministers or the concerned 
officials thoroughly go into the subject-
matter and make suggestions. In a way it 
was educative to Members of Parliament 
and also useful to the Government in 
getting the knowledge of field 
experience. I hope the Prime Minister 
will consider the suggestion of 
constituting a few committees ^     
subject-wise on the Plan for a detail- 
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ed discussion. In any case, much more has to 
happen. In fact, legislatures of the various 
States would have an opportunity to discuss 
before the Plan is finalised. It would be good 
if they do so, because the Plan covers both 
the Union and the State subjects. 

Now, the usefulness of a Plan or the 
relevance of a Plan will be judged by the 
Planners' policy to shift people from a low 
productive area to a high productive area—
what is said as an economic miracle. In this 
country it is yet to happen. This Plan has to be 
judged from this angle: how the productive 
forces are going to be organised. If we do not 
take into consideration this aspect, merely by 
making some arithmetical or mathematical or 
physical arrangement or appropriate resources 
and then fixing some targets, I do not think 
We will make much progress in our country—
with our experience of 27 years. I was just 
trying to know about the enunciation of the 
objectives. Even the Fifth Five Year Plan, was 
the same thing. Merely putting in black and 
white, in some flowery language or some 
verbiage and just expressing or articulating 
our wishes or our thoughts, is not sufficient. 
Take the resolution of the National 
Development CouncU on the Fifth Plan. It 
reads like this: "...fully considering the draft of 
the Fifth Plan as finalised, reaffirming the ob-
jectives of self-reliance and removal of 
poverty,, noting the effective steps taken to 
curb the inflationary tendencies, endorsing the 
emphasis on agriculture, irrigation, energy and 
related core sector..." It is the same thing; 
nothing new. in the last five Plans nothing was 
left to be covered in discussion or expression 
Or articulation. But what is required at the 
present moment is what the priorities of the 
country are. It is good that the Plan has 
emphasised on all points and more so on 
employment there is no dispute about it.    
And that emphasis 

will be there for a long time to"come not end 
'with one Plan of the present Government; 
will be there for many more Plans, whether 
this Government continues in office or not. If 
this Government continues in office, under 
its auspices the emphasis will be there. But 
how to provide for an accelerated 
development is the ques tion. But look at the 
way how a con troversy is created and a 
contradiction is sought to be high-lighted 
between agriculture and industry. I do not 
think it is a deliberate attempt. But 
unwittingly this Government has created a 
climate in which the common man or an 
informed man in this coun try would take it as 
though there is an inherent contradiction 
between in dustry and agriculture. Can we 
say that all that was said in all these 27 
years of planning is wrong and not 
well meant? We spoke of industriali 
sation of the country. But it was never meant 
to be at the cost of or at the expense of 
agriculture. Agri culture was the base and the 
inter dependence of agriculture and indus 
try was so stressed that there cannot be a 
compartmentalisation. This point could well 
be argued and debated in a smaller group or 
circle. I hope the Prime Minister will consider 
it neces sary to give such an opportunity to 
the opposition leaders to discuss the themes 
that the planners have pro pounded.  

I will come to the economic aspects a little 
later. Let me deal with the political strategy. 
The Fifth Plan was terminated one year ahead. 
I think this has brought trouble to the Janata 
Government. Otherwise, they would have had 
ample time instead of complaining that there 
was no time to prepare the plan. Moreover, the 
suggestions of the Seventh Finance Com-
mission would also be available to them. 
There was no need to terminate it one year 
ahead because 90 per cent of the allotment for 
schemes provided in the 1978-79 plan is for 
the continuing ones which were in the Fifth 
Plan. Out of the outlay of Rs. 11,649 crores 
the continuing sche- 
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mes account for Rs. 10.485 crores, leaving 
out just a marginal 10 per cent. In the final 
year of the plan some provision could have 
been made for the preparation of the Sixth 
Plan. A few thousands of crores of rupees 
could have been provided for the pre 
paration of the Sixth Plan. What was the 
hurry to terminate the plan? What is the 
advantage the Govern ment is gaining or the 
country has 
gained out of it? I do not find any. At least, 
it does not appeal to me. I am not speaking 
from any party angle because this is not a 
party matter. The Government has, in my 
view, committed two mistakes. On the 
political front, on April 30, they dissolved 
nine Assemblies dismissing nine State 
Governments just one month after they 
came into power. Even before settling down, 
they took upon themselves this trouble. The 
trouble fop Delhi will actually ema nate 
from the States. They are pay ing for it. 
Even before they were able to carry the loan 
on their tiny shoulders and even before they 
settled down, they entered into power poli 
tics. Similarly, on the economic front, they 
have unnecessarily taken upon themselves a 
hurried responsibility of preparing the Sixth 
Plan. It is a very important subject at this 
crucial moment in the country. I leave it at 
that.  

When the Fifth Plan was drawn up, we 
had two difficult situations at that time. The 
first difficulty was the tremendous 
inflationary pressure. We were all in this 
House at that time. That did not allow a 
Plan to be prepared. The second was the 
nonavailability of foreign exchange re-
serves. These two were actually the main 
constraints. But the climate now for the 
preparation of the Sixth Plan is very 
congenial. The prices have by and large 
stabilised. How - long they will be stable, 
we do not know. Anyhow, the price rise has 
not been very alarming though at the retail 
level the consumer is actually suffering. 
Secondly, we do not have the constraint of 
foodgrains. We 

need not import anything now. Earlier, 
foodgrains and fertilizers were taking away a 
lot of our foreign exchange resources. Thirdly, 
we have more than four thousand crores of 
rupees of foreign exchange reserves which is 
really a saving by our nationals abroad through 
their work abroad and this is available to us. 
The international climate is also very congenial 
today. For an acceleratad pace of trade aUd 
development, the international situation is very 
useful and convenient. Then, there is the 
question of foreign aid. It is not by begging that 
we would get it. We can get it if we want and if 
we need it. But We do not need it also. Even 
the planners would say that any enhanced 
foreign aid may hot be needed and 'may not be 
desirable also. Therefore, for preparing a Plan 
with a cool and calculated thought, this 
situation is helpful and this situation permits it 
and I hope the Government would take the best 
advantage of t^e situation.    .       .       _ 

Now, Sir, what is the thrust that this Plan is 
giving? The principal objectives of planning are 
the removal of unemployment and 
underemployment, appreciable rise in the 
standard of living of the poorer sec-tion.s of the 
population and the pi-ovision of basic needs to 
the poor people, that is, the revised Minimum 
Needs Programme that was there earlier. They 
would also like to achieve a higher rate of 
growth and reduction in the disparities in 
income and they would also like to achieve self-
reliance. The earlier Plan too had these things, 
these generalisations. The question of removal 
of poverty was there. But it did not mean very 
much and it was only a generalisation. But the 
other thing that is, self-reliance we ^yere able to 
achieve. We must keep it up, whatever may be 
the difficulties. That enhances our confidence 
anj give u^ a place of pride on the world map. 
Therefore, let us not, because of some 
temporary diffieulties, get   away 
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from    that and let us not    dilute it also.    
There is already a feeling that because    we 
have  foreign    exchange reserves,    and they    
are creating    a rupee problem we must go on 
importing.    Importing for what? Sir,    there 
was a time when import substitution was the 
programme.    The other day also I was 
mentioning that earlier the slogan    was 
"Export or    perish". But now we say, "Import 
or suffer".   How can this be in so short a time? 
J was hearing the  earlier  slogan  still  1974-75 
when there was export promotion activity.    
But the situation is different now.   Therefore, I 
would say that in a big country like ours, in a 
complex situation like ours, these distortions 
take place and we must have a cushion to 
absorb these shocks. 

For  achieving  the  objectives,     the thrust  
in    the  Sixth    Plan  is    rural development.    
I would like to plead that this is not so simple.   
It is   very easy to set up a large-scale 
industrial establishment and it is easy for   g 
few experts, a  few  skilled  workmen     to 
take to    industrialisation    and create 
productive    activity.      But  in    rural 
development    the    job    is to    tackle 
millions and millions of people in the rural 
areas and it needs a tremendous organisation 
and it is not so simple as that.    It is not going 
to happen by a mere  fiat  and  much  of this  
activity has to   be carried   on by the   Statae 
Governments.      What    is    aimed    at 
through this Plan is the improvement of the 
conditions of the people in the rural      areas      
through    agricultural development cottage 
industries,  small industries and through the 
Minimum Needs      Programme.      These    
things cannot be carried out by a mere fiat 
from centre ati^ by a few men. 

    [MR.  CHAIKMAN in the Chair] 

This is a stupendous task. But where is 
the organisation for it? What    are    the 
institutional changes 

the Plan is actually visualising? What is the 
mechanism? We have got only o'ng 
organisation, that is, bureaucracy The planners 
have rightly said that if the benefits that we are 
intending are to acrue to the poorest, to the 
deserving and to    the needy,   we need   an 
organisation, a watch-dog organisation. Of the 
beneficiaries themselves.    I am happy that this 
Plan has for the first time said  that  there  is  
need  for  an organisation of agricultural 
labourers, peasantry, etc. to be the watchful 
over the    vagaries of the    bureaucracy or the   
vagaries   of  the   Government.    I would    
plead  that    we  must    thinli about  such   a  
watch-dog  mechanism, otherwise many things 
will go wrong. If  you   leave  it  to   the   
bureaucracy, alone it is bound to go wrong. 

Next,  you are  talking about inte'g-rated rural    
development.      What is meant by the 
integration? Is it merely  integrating  
agricultural  and  allied activities with small 
industry, cottage industry^  and then be 
satisfied?  This is a horizontal integration. But 
theie is also the vertical integration of the urban 
economy witli the rural economy. Let    us not, 
for    Heaven's sake, compartmentalise    it.    
How    are you going to integrate the urban 
economy with the rural economy. How are you 
going to allow the urban technological 
knowledge    to    percolate    into   rural What 
is  your programme? In fact, I areas.    What    
is    your    programme? in    fact,    I    would    
make    a    suggestion      and      complete      
what      I wanted     to     say.     In     the     
rural and semi-urban areas there are what you 
call growth centres.    Much    last been done in 
this respect. Government centres have been 
ividentinfled in the areas, in semi-urban areas, 
which are the links.    Let us think about estab-
lishment of agro-industrial complexes. The  
earlier  Government had  started implementing 
this idea with the help of    certain   .   
countries,    particularly Bulgaria,  and one 
project was taken up in    Katnataka and the    
other in 
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Bihar. Let us think in a practical way. Carry 
the appropriate technology to the rural areas 
through such industrial activity and see that 
the surpluses that accrue from the industrial 
activity will go back to rural areas, and not 
to the urban areas. What is happening now 
is that only the advantage of primary pro-
duction is available to the rural ar-''as, while 
the surpluses that accrue in the secondary 
sector, particularly in the processing 
industry, are flowing in the urban areas, 
because they are being managed by the 
urbanites. Therefore, the strategy must be 
that whatever accrues in the processing 
industry also must go back to the rural 
areas, to the farmers, the agricultural 
labourers . . . (Time bell rivgs). 

Sir, I am very grateful to you for the time 
you have given to me. What I wanted to 
present before the country, to Parliament, to 
the Rajya Sabha, is that this matter cannot be 
tackled in a few minutes' time—15 minutes 
or 20 minutes. We will not be doing justice 
to it. We are prepared to sit with the 
members of the Government and to discuss 
this matter fully for any length of time. Do 
not rush with it and do not associate any 
political undertone with this We have 
reached a stage in this country when pure 
politics will not take us much farther. 
Politics without an economic base is of no 
use. We have seen this in the rest of the 
world. I hope the Prime Minister, a well-
meaning man, will take this    suggestion 
sympathetically. 

SHRI NARASINGHA PRASAD 
NANDA (Orissa): Mr. Chairman Sir, it has 
always been 'my fate to be the tailender in a 
debate. ©„ a important issue hke planning, 
when you are called upon to speak at the 
dying hours of t'e day, naturally, you are  
bereft of all your ene'rgy. However, I will try 
to make some points. Sir, I am glad that in 
the Draft Five-Year Plan certain basic 
achievements as a result of planning during 
the last 27 

years have been acknowledged. It haa been 
acknowledged that a stagnant and dependent 
economy has been modernised. It has also been 
acknow ledged that it has been made more 
self-reliant. It has also been acknowledged that 
agricultural pro duction has increased during 
this period of planning. It has further been 
acknowledged that a majoi achievement has 
been the diversifica tion and expansion of 
India's indust- trial capacity with the public 
sector playing a leading role. The develop 
ment of production capacity has been marked in 
the area of energy re sources and development 
of agricul ture and modern industry has stimu 
lated gi'owth of banking, insurance and 
commerce. India's foreign trade has expanded 
rapidly. Significant re sults have been achieved 
in agricul tural research and scientific and 
industrial research. Average life expectancy has 
also increased and there has been a remarkable 
expan sion in the field of education. This speaks 
of a correct attitude. Then it goes on to say 
where the mistake* have occurred and how best 
those mistakes can be rectified with a new 
approach.  

Sir, it has been said that in the Sixth Five-
Year Plan, the objpctive should be the removal 
of unemployment and under-employment. Then 
the second objective is an appncia-ble in the 
standard of living of the poorest sections of the 
population. The third objective is the provisio*^ 
by the State of some of the basic needs of the 
people in these income groups like clean 
drinking water, adult education, elementary 
educa tion, health care, rural roads, rura' housing 
for the landless and minimum service. You will 
kindly see that ont' of the Directive Principles 
laid down in the Constitution is that it shall be 
the endeavour of the State to se^ that the means 
of production and distribution are brought under 
sociJ^I control.    The Directive Principles are 
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not enforceable in law. Sir, ] examine a plan or 
any approach from the point of view of this 
principle which has been accepted by the 
Founding Fathers of the Constitution and 
whether this plan will enable us in due course 
to gain more social control of the means of 
production and the means of distribution. Sir, if 
the answer is 'yes' then certainly tne plan is 
welcome. If the answer is no then it raises a 
doubt about the method of planniVig sir, you 
will notice that they have acknowledged all 
these facts in the Draft ! Plan. They have also 
acknow- j ledgefi that at present the saving rate 
is about 20 per ce'nt and the foodgrains 
reserves and the foreign exchange reserves are 
good. They have realised that during tht course 
of these years, the industries would be having 
unutilised capacity and still there is capacity 
which remains unutilised. That is to say. Sit, 
having got all these healthy conditions of a 
rapid economic growth, the point for our 
consideration, while considering this Sixth 
Five-Yeai [ Plan, is whether we are trying (1) 
to step up our effort in the direction ot a self-
reliant economy, and (2) to reduce the gap 
between the rich and the poor, which is often 
spoken ifi different languages by different per 
sons; in other words. Sir, whether wt, are 
trying to gain more social control of the means 
of production and distribution. I would very 
respectfully submit, Sir, that though in the 
Draft Five-Year Plan the objective has been 
clearly stated, but if you will kindly I see all 
these details of schemes and targets that have 
been fixed under different heads, they do not 
lead us to this conclusion that ultimately this 
will help in gaining social control ot the means 
of production and the means of distribution. Of 
course, some attention has been given to the 
principles of distributive justice bui I would    
submit,    very respectfully, 

Sir>, tliat this is just tinkering witii the 
problem. What happened in tha year 1950 or 
1951, when we started with the First Five-Year 
Plan, wlien We invested Rs. 2,000 crores? 
Now we are investing Rs. 1,16,240 crores. I 
would submit, Sir, it is not tne amount which is 
very important. Of course, the amount has its 
own importance. I do not say it has absolutely 
no importance. It has its importance. But the 
point is whelhei this will really help in the 
removal of poverty, whether this will really 
help in reducing the gigantic unemployment 
problem and whether this Plan will actually 
generate employment in the rural sector as is 
envisaged? I would submit. Sir, that since most 
of these points have already been dealt with by 
my friendi who proceeded me, I do not want to 
repeat those arguments. But I would request 
the hon. Prime Mia-ister to satisfy us on one 
point. Since the Directive Principles have been 
alluded to and since the objectives have been 
clearly stated, you will kindly notice the 
planners' way of putting things. It has been 
said; Of this total outlay of Rs. 1,16,240 crorap 
for the Sixth Five Year Plan, Rs. 69,350 crores 
will be in the public sector, and that will 
constitute 59.7 per cent. Sir, you may kindly 
see what the percentage of investment under 
the Fifth Five Year Plan h, the comparative 
figures which would enable us to know 
whether they are actually going ahead, but that 
ha.=i not been given. That is why I often 
jocularly tell my friends—of course, I am not 
going into the statistics— that so far as I am 
concerned statistics is .lust like the bathing suit 
of a \voman, which reveals what i.i obviou? 
and wnceals what is vital. 

My OHly submission on this Plan i.f that  
the  hon.   Prime  Minister  would kindly    
explain     to  us,     satisfv    us, whether this 
Sixth Five Year Pin— 1 do not say Ihat in the 
course of th* 
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next iive years we should achieve all the 
objectives laid down in the Directive 
Principles of State Policy— contains 
directions which will lead us to greater 
control of the means of production and 
means of distribution, which a country like 
India needs very badly, where 70 per cent of 
the ];eople are poor, because I personally 
feel that most of the benefits of the Plan, 
when they come to rural gt-eas, are reaped 
to by the persons ior whom they are 
intended, but by persons, who are higher-
ups, who are in a position to grab these 
benefits. It is just like digging a canal for 
water and the tail of the canal does not get a 
drop of water. 

That is all that I wanted to submit and I 
hope that the Prime Minister will satisfy us 
on these points. With these words, Sir, I 
conclude. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: There is no other 
speaker. The Prime Minister will reply  
now. 

SHRI BHUPESH GUPTA (West Bengal): It 
would be better if reply is given on Monday, 
because otherwise We have to go beyond 
six,, it seems. It would have been better if 
the Prime Minister could have gone through 
the speeches. I do not blame, because he 
was preoccupied in the other House and he 
could not be present here. So, he could go 
through the speeches that have been made I 
during the day and he could just as well give 
the reply on Monday. ■ MR. CHAIRMAN: It 
is because it has been accepted, and there is 
other work on other days and all tlie Mem-
bers have agreed to sit. 

THE PRIME MINISTER (SHRI 
MORARJI R. DESAI): Mr. Chairman, Sir      

SHRI BHUPESH GUPTA: In the other 
House, the Prime Minister sat throughout 
the debate. It wag appreciated.     Here,   he   
could  not  do   so, 

I not because he did not want to, perhaps he was 
busy during the last two days. Now today the 
whole day the debate has gone on. Obviously, it 
is not possible for him to cover all the points. 
So, niy suggestion, therefore, would be that he 
should reply on  Monday. 

SHRI MORARJI R. DESAI: May 1 tell niy 
hon. friend that it was not possible for me to sit 
here and hear the debate,, because I was 
occupied I in the Lok Sabha which I had to do. 
That he appreciates also. But he should also 
appreciate that i have got enough aides to 
acquaint myself as to what hag happened and 
what points have been raised, and I have 
acquaint-' ed myself with that. 

SHRI        VISWANATHA     MENON 
(Kerala):   The  idea  is  to do  justice 
to all the speakers. 

SHRI MORARJI R. DESAI: It is not possible 
to do justice to all the speakers. For that, we 
would require two days. That is never possible 
and shoul(j never be expected. It has never been 
done any time by any party. It is not necessary 
to give reply to every point. It is only the major 
points that require classification. I do not want 
any controversy in this matter, of planning, 
because i believe that the Plan is a national 
document and there must be a national con-
sensus which should also have a national 
endeavour for it to make it successful. 

Sir, I heard the discussion for the last 30 to 40 
minutes I noticed that there is a feeling that we 
are not going towards self-reliance, or that self-
reliance is being jettisoned in the Sixth Five-
Year Plan. That is not correct because we are 
not depending more and more on the foreign aid 
but less and less on it. The net percentage of 
foreign aid in the Sixth Plan is less than half; it 
is nearly one-third of what it was in the past. 
Therefore,, we have made a great progress in 
that direction and we want to see 
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that we are self-reliant technologically. In the 
matter of import it was said that because we 
are in a comfortable situation as regards, 
foreign exchange resources, we are importing 
without any consideration for requirement  of  
the  economy.    That  is   not the idea at all. 
The idea 6 P.M.  is     to  import     what     is 
deficient here. Specially in the matter of 
consumer articles, we would import to bring 
down the prices here. And we have got to do 
it as a temporary measure. But in the 
meanwhile, we are planning in such a manner 
that jt will not be neces'^ary to import those 
goods for one or two years. That is how we 
are planning  it. 

In the matter of technology, wherever we 
ai"e incomplete possession of it so as to able 
to do it ourselves, vre are not going to take the 
help of any other country. I have made it very 
clear to all countries who have been helping 
us in this matter that we welcome 
cooperation,, help and collaboration where we 
do not have the necessary technology and 
technical knowhow. There, we shall certainly 
take their help not permanently but until We 
acquire the capacity to do without it. But 
where we have it, we are not going to have 
anything to do with other countries. That is 
what I have said. I have made it very clear. 
Therefore, that Is the way to be self-reliant. 
We are also seeing that industrial 
development is not eroded. There is more 
provided for industries even in thi.^ Plan. That 
also must be seen. But we do nol want any 
lopsided development now in industry. We 
have got an industrial base wliich is neces'sary 
and which we are going to strengthen more 
and more to see, that we become more self-
reliant or completely self-reliant in these 
matters as soon as We can. 

It wa'j tl.en said that the rate oi growth 
which is sought to be achieved,  namely,  4.7 
per cent,, is low.    It 

"lay appear low, taut we have aiso to 
see what we can achieve. In the 
past, even when more was sought to 
be achieved, it has never been more 
than 3.0 per cent on an average. 
Therefore, we do not want to plan 
more and achieve less. We want to 
plan in such a manner that whatever 
We plan we do achieve and that we do 
achieve more than that i'n implement 
ation. That is how we are dealing 
with the Plan now. ^ 

SHRI   PILOO MODY:     (Gujarat): This is  
the meaning  of planning. 

SHRI MORAR.JI R. DESAI; That is what I 
had argued with Jawahar- lalji at the time of 
the Third Five- Year Plan that we must have 
this 
before us that whatever we do we do 
according to oUr capacity so that we achieve 
what we have said we will acheive and wa try 
to achieve more. But We sliould not overreach 
our selves by attempting to achieve more than 
we can and n achieve less and lose the 
confidence of people all round. That is what 
happened so far. That 
is why the implementation has gone wrong. 
That is why We want to be careful to see that 
we achieve what has beevi promised here and 
we achi eve more than that at the end of the 
Plan. This is also the object of the the rolling 
plan.  It is not a new con cept at all. It does not 
mean,, as was .suggested by some people here, 
giv- I ing up the plan. It is not giving up 
I the plan. It is making the plan more I 
effective. It is nece 3ary to have planned 
development. Without planned developmtnt, 
we cannot progress properly. 

SHRI BHUPESH    GUPTA:     Soma 
people think it :? rolling up the plan. 

SHRI MORArai R. DESAI: TliaA is what 
my hon. friend thinks. I do i not want to 
quarrel with him. 1 cannot improve him and I 
cannot advise him. He will not take any ad-
vioe. 

SHRI BHUPESH GUPTA: Good and     
I will take. 
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SHR; MORAl'JI R. DESAI; There is no 
question of my giving him any advice in the 
matter. But this rolling up will be rolling up 
poverty and unemployment. That is what the 
Plan will achieve. It will not roll up anything 
else. But it will roll up all fissiparous 
tendencies. At the end of it, we will all be 
working together more than before. That is 
what I think. 'Therefore, merely making pun 
on the words does not help us at all. We must 
see the spirit of it. We did this because w^e 
found that the Plans made so far were made 
with the best of intentions, with the best of 
purposes and they were sought fo be 
implemented correctly. But proper 
assessments were not made continuously. 
After the Five Year Plan v/as drawn up it 
came into effect. After three years again 
another Plan vv'as taken up. Till then nothing 
was thought about it. Well, there was a mid-
term appraisal, but that also becomes after 2i 
years or after three yeai'S. And that is why it 
became too iare afterwards to reverse 
anything or to improve upon it. That is why 
we said that we will assess :t at the end of 
every year, take note of wha: we have done, of 
our shortcomings or weaknesses correct them 
so that we can do better in the future years. 
And we continusly go on like that before the 
next Plan with us. That is the meaning of the 
rolling Plan. It is meant for better 
implementation If we fail in that, We will be 
condemned for it. That IS not the idea. The 
idea is to succeed more ' ihe Plan and to make 
it more effective. That how the roll ;ng Plan 
concept has been brought in. 

SHRI BHCJPESH GUPTA: Many 
economists have caken exception to it. 

SHRI MORARJi R. DESAI; Well, 
t'conomists can have different views, I cannot 
deny that. I cannot say that LLO has the 
monopoly of wisdom in everything. They 
may also be right. But ultimately, I have to go 
by 

my view Si'iid by the view of my advisers. 
There is no difference of opinion amongst us 
in the Planning Commission i'n this matter. It 
is not one man's brain that has done this. 
There can be difference of opinion, I won't 
deny that. 

Then, it is said that the inter-depen-rience 
between a;.'jiculture and industry is not 
recognised. I do .not Icnow how this is 
argued. Loth are dependent L'pon each other. 
But industry will '>,; nowhere 'f agriculture is 
no' brought up properly, because that depends 
more on agriculture. Of course, agriculture 
also advances with industrial advoncts with 
indstrial ad-\'ancement, but every industrial 
ad-vance'^:ent ^oes not necessarily help 
agriculture. But, agricultural advancement, i.e. 
strengthening of the village economy and the 
80 per cent of the population in India lives in 
villages will be consuming more products of 
Industries and that is how it will help 
industries al'so. Of Course, what is done in 
industries will also help in agriculture, like 
fertilisers, or energy, or things like that will 
always help •vigriculture and we are, 
therefore, paying great aUention to those as-
pects in the Plan, as will be seen. It is not, 
therefore, that we are neglecting industries as 
such. But in the indu.stries where we have 
reached a f.iage where we 6'c producing 
enough for ourselves, immediately we do not 
want to spend more money on them. We xi'nt 
to spend more money where it is more needed, 
especially in the rural sector. Andat is how we 
're having inter-connection of the two. There 
is no questV:!! Of -^ere .jeii'-' no connection 
LetwT2i-ii the rural sc^'cr and the urban ;-
e',tor. Theie fs no contradiction between the 
two i'n my view. But K'e h-j'-e for thjusan.-s 
of years in this country a illegal civilization; 
and it is going to continue whatever people 
might say and whatever the world may say. 
Tht: Vv'orld urbanis-ii g everywhere. Hei e 
there have been cities in the past but 80 per 
cent of the people alwEys lived in the 
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villages even in those days. Now the villages 
are there. 11 they are prosperous the cities 
will also be prosporrus. There 'vil! be no 
slums in the cities. We ha'-,i got to remove 
slums from the cities. That cannot happen 
unless the rural areas become rrosperous aad 
happy and once that b.-'come. sc, no^'ody 
will run from the villages to the urban areas. 
Ptoplo from urban ;>.rc:as will got to rural 
areas for the sake of natural and happy life 
that is what will happen. 

Both will streiigihen each other because 
ihe suipli.;:; goods produced in the rural 
sector will also have to be consumed by the 
vrfcaa sector and the products of indu^^lrics 
will have also to help in the villages. That is 
how there is a cluse connection between the 
two sectors too. So it is not merely 
agricjT.ure and industry, but it is al.so rural 
and urban areas which have to have a 
healShy connection and a healthy 
cooperation between tiie two. 
Then, it was saia that the resources v.'hich    
we have    provided for      the Sixtht   Five   
Year   Flan—Rs.  13,000 crores—are   no*,   
feasible.  They   are doubtful ol these 
resources could not raise   on   the  one  side  
and  on     the other  side thev  any  that  we     
must have  a higher growth  rate.    If   the 
growth rate is to be higher, it     will require 
longer resources, from where will these 
come"      Should we not take both iuto 
co.naideration? And we have  estimated  the  
resources in      a very practical manner and, 
I hope, we will be  able to  raise them. 

SHRI BHUPESH GUPTA: That you 
have said in "the Plan—commodity taxe.s, 
public borrowing. 

SHRI MORARJI R. DESAI: "We have 
said that. But they are only indications. That 
does not mean that is how it will be done, in 
that order. 

SHRI BHUPESH GUPTA; i do not know 
in which order they will come. 

SHRI MORARJI R, DESAI: There ia no 
ordej- given there. 

SHRI BHUPESH GUPTA:    That is quite c-
iear. 

SHRI  MORARJI  R.  DESAI:   Then it  is   
said   that  investment  in  public enterpriies has 
been reduced.     It has not   been   reduced   
from   last     .year. What was provided tet year 
has been increased  this  year—but  not    extra-
ordinarily or recklessly,, as was done some 
times in the past.     We want to see that the 
public sector does, remain I     the most 
effective .sector.     It js public money that is 
invloved in it.   We Want to see that it becomes 
more profitable a'nd paying to country and    it 
helps  US' in  increasing  the prosperity of the 
country, and does not become merely a luxury. 
That is what we are trying to do, and that is 
why we have got to see that v.'C have    a 
realistic attitude  about it in  the management of 
it and i'n the expansion of it. 

SHRI BHUPESH GUPTA: What is 
happening to the commanding heights? 

SHRI MORARJI R. DESAI: It has a 
commanding height even now. And it will not 
go. 

AN HON'BLE   MEMBER:    Are you" 
satisfied? 

SHRI BHUPESH GUPTA: It may be like 
the power pack on the Nanda Devi. 

SHRI MORARJI R. DESAI: Power 
pack—how does it come in the Plan? And yet 
j have said here that we have appointed a 
Committee of scientists to go into it, to see 
that the danger is removed once and for all. 
But it is not an easy task. It is a task which 
will require persistent effort all the while 
until we succeed. And that is being nought to 
be done. 

Then a question was raised about land 
reforms that there is not sufficient emphasis 
on it. I do not know what is mea'nt by it. We 
attach the greatest inportance to it. As a mat-
ter of fact, the land reforms which were 
made even from 1937 to 1939 in the then 
Bombay State, and afterwards in 1946, 1947 
and 1948—had removed the absentee 
landlordism there. The tenants who were 
cultivating had been made owners    and 
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ceilings were also then applied. But 
those ceilings "were higher. Now the 
ceilings are lower. But the ceilings 
must not be so low as not attract in 
telligent people to agriculture. If in 
that happens,, the agriculture will 
come to grief. If in other profes 
sions, people can earn much more and 
if in agriculture, in spite of all that 
they do, they cannot earn compara 
tively enough for a satisfactory life 
in the rural areas, then intelligent 
people  will     not  be  there. Then 
agriculture will come to grief. So that also has 
to be borne in mind. We have also to see that 
it is not divided and further sub-divided all the 
while. Therefore, there must also be 
consolidation. But all this requires constant, 
persistent attention on a national basis, This 
should not be made a matter of politics at all. 
It ?s a matter of national necessity. Therefore, 
land reforms will be attended to with greater 
application, if I may say so,  in this Five Year 
Plan. 

Then it is said that there is lack of political 
will to implement major changes. Now, I do 
not understand what that means. I do not 
know how there is lack of political will. If 
there was no political will, we would not have 
borne all the attacks that have come in, in 
order to give a new direction to the Plan and 
also a new content to the Plan. That we would 
not have done. We have sufficient political 
will ... 

SHRI BHUPESH GUPTA: Oh, yes. 

SHRI MORARJI R. DESAI: ... to 
stand up to my friend.   . 

SHRI BHUPESH GUPTA: Sir, I did not 
say that. You have political will, wrong will, 
dangerous will. You have plenty of it.    I am 
afraid of that. 

SHRI MORARJI R. DESAI: I am glad.     I 
thank   him. 

SHRI BHUPESH GUPTA: I would never 
accuse Mr. Morarji Desai of not having will   
political    or    otherwise. 

But his will sometimes is extremely 
dangerous. 

SHRI MORARJI R. DESAI: Cantan-
kerous? More than my hon. friend? Can 
anybody be? Can anybody stand in 
competition with my hon. friend? And if there 
is anything which I dislike,   it  is   being   
cantankerous. 

THE MINISTER OF INFORMATION 
AND BROADCASTING (SHRI LAL K. 
ADVANI): He said 'dangerous'. 

SHRI MORARJI R. DESAI; Dangerous?    
How am I dangei'ous? 

SHRI BHUPESH GUPTA; No,    you 
are not dangerous.    Your will is dan-. 
gerous.  

SHRI MORARJI R. DESAI; My will is 
dangerous? Has it proved dangerous to him? 
Let him show one instance where it has 
proved dangerous. If it is dangerous to 
somebody else, then there is something 
wrong in me. Neither would I allow anybody 
to be dangerous to me nor would I be 
dangerous to anybody. That is the philosophy 
I believe in. 

I was surprised, most of all, by the 
criticism that there are differences between 
the Planning Commission and the 
Government, I do not know from where they 
have got this. There is absolutely no 
difference. Yes, while discussions go on, 
there can be different views on everything. If 
it is not so, then there can either be no discus-
sion and if it is there it will be. That is all that 
I can say. But the differences are not such as 
are not reconciled or as do not ultimately 
leading to a consensus which is acceptable to 
all. That is how the Planning Com-misison 
functions. It is working with the greatest 
cohesion possible, more than ever before. 
And the Government and the Planning 
Commission have absolutely no differences 
whatsoever in this matter. 

Then it was said that formerly, we were 
wanting more and more exports 
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more and more imports. That is also not true. 
We are having more and more exports. But 
if imports become necessary to see that 
prices are checked in this country or to see 
that something which we do not have and 
which is required for our industrial progress 
or agricultural progress is made available, 
we won't hesitate to import it. But we will 
import it with this view that we do not 
continue to import it indefinitely. That is 
what we are trymg to do. We do not want to 
have any imports at the cost of our own 
capacity for production. We want to increase 
our capacity of production. It is in that 
manner that we are trying to do it. This has 
been the policy of the Government even in 
the past, as far as I know it. But now we are 
doing it with even greater consideration 
about «elf-sufficiency or self-reliance in the 
matter. But nobody can be so self-reliant or 
so self-sufficient that in the modern world 
anybody can live in isolation away from the 
world. I must say one thing The word 
"economy" has got to be understood in such 
a mannej- that every country must have a 
balance of payments. If it is not done, that 
country will suffer, and that is how we will 
have to regulate ourselves. Whereas we do 
not have to be dependent on other people, 
we cannot make other people dependent on 
us. That also has to be borne in mind. And I 
believe that the world trends are towards that 
direction and the planning that has been 
done is being done with that thing in the 
mind. I hope my hon. friends, now at any 
rate, are not in any way skeptical about the 
Plan that we have framed. 

SHRI PILOO MODY: They are all 
satisfied. 

SHRI MORARJI R. DESAI; If they are 
all satisfied, i would be sorry. I do not want 
anybody to be so satisfied that everything is 
right in it and nothing is wrong. Nobody can 
claim that.   The Plan is bound to have some 

defects. It they have pointed them out, we 
can correct tnem, we shall certainly correct 
them. We do not claim perfection at all, at 
any stage, and therelore the criticism is 
always welcome. What we want to see is that 
the work of planning, which we had begun in 
the country at the instance of Pandit 
Jawaharlal Nehru, is now made mo^'e and 
more effective. 

SHRI PILOO  MODY:  Respectable. 

 SHRI MORARJI R, DESAI; And we must 
proht by our experience in the past and that 
is what we are seeking to no. We are not 
trying to lay blame on other people. We can-
not say, that what has been achieved is litUe. 
Much has been ajchieved. In the matter of 
industries we have come to a very good stage 
of development which can compare with 
many countries, and in the matter of 
agriculture also we have made some 
improvement. But that is not enough. We 
have to make more improvements. I can't say 
that agriculture was neglected. I cannot say 
that rural areas were not attended to all. But 
sufficient priority was not given to it, 
sufficient prominence was not given to it. 
That is because of want of experience or 
want of imagination to see how it will affect 
everybody. That is why, in spite of all 
intentions to remove disparities, they have 
not been removed. They have increased. 
That has got to be admitted. But they have 
not increased in the manner in which it is 
suggested. Sometimes it is said that the poor 
are becoming poorer and the rich are 
becoming richer. Yes, some rich people have 
become richer, no doubt, and some of those 
who were not rich, have become rich. 
Formerly ten per cent were affluent, not 
affluent in the sense of the West but com-
pared to the other people. Today at least 30 
per cent are better. But then the condition of 
the 70 per cent, has not improved rnuch. It 
has improved. It is not what it was in 1946. 
That has got to be admitted. If that is not 
done we cannot go ahead, and I have no 
doubt about it in my mind.    But, 
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by comparison it becomes poorer. That is 
quite true, i admit. 

SHRI BHUPESH GUPTA: That is how 
economics are understood. 

SHRI MORARJI R. DESAI: That is why 
we have got to remove disparities, that is, 
lessen them. They cannot be totally removed. 
You cannot make two persons identical in 
intelligence or identical in capacity. If you 
cannot do that to two persons, how can you 
do it to everyone in this country? Therefore, 
some differences will always remain but the 
diffei-ences must not be such as create 
jealousies, as create an impediment in the way 
of development of any person. What we seek 
to achieve is that there must be an equal 
opportunity to every person to advance 
himself or herself to the best of his or her 
capacity and no impediments are put in the 
way. If necessary, help should be given to 
them and there should be no exploitation of 
anybody by anybody in this country. To do 
that, to achieve that, we have to remove 
poverty because a person who does not have 
sufficient to sustain his life is bound to be 
exploited by others and he will not be able to 
resist it. But if a gerson is confident of his 
ability to go ahead and work to the best of his 
capacity and get a satisfactory life, he can 
never be forced to bow to the will of anoth*;r. 
This is what we have got to achieve. It cannot 
be done merely by law or merely by 
regulation. We have got to give that strength 
to the people. And that i.s what we are 
seeking to do by this Plan. I cannot claim that 
in the next five years we are going to see that 
very great results are achieved in this 
direction, but we will proceed in this 
direction, if I may say so—to give confidence 
to the people that We are marching ahead in 
this; and if we march together and with better 
efficiency, we will be able to achieve this 
result in some time. That is why we have not 
said that we will remove poverty in five 
years; we have said that we will remove it in 
ten years. 

        SHRI    SHYAM    LAL    YADAV;    1 
I    would like to ask one point.   In view Of 
the resiUts of    the    recent    State Assembly 
elections in the  South  and j    the recent by-
elections in Uttar Pra-I    desh and Gujarat, is 
it not a fact that the people, by and large, 
have rejected the concept of rolling plan of 
the Government of India? 

SOME HON. MEMBERS: No. 
SHRI SHYAM LAL YADAV: Is he not 

going to revise it on that basis because the 
performance of the Government during the 
last one year has been disapproved by the 
people, and this concept of rolling plan has 
been disapproved by the people?   Is he not 
 going to revise the,    Sixth Five-Year   Plan 
on that basis? 

SHRI MORARJI R. DESAI: My hon. 
friend thinks that he is getting more popular 
and we are getting more unpopular. That 
should help him. Why should he feel sorry 
about it? But that is not true. If we have lost 
one parliamentary election in Uttar Pradesh 
and two by-elections to a Legislative 
Assembly, that does not mean that the whole 
thing is lost, They had lost all 85 seats in 
Uttai Pradesh and now only one has gone to 
them. But is one equal to eighty-four? What 
is the logic they have? I cannot understand it. 
There is no sense of proportions. 

SHRI BHUPESH GUPTA: That is the 
thinking. 

SHRI MORARJI R. DESAI: In 1974, out 
of six by-elections, the ruling party had 
gained only two and lost four. In 1975, out of 
ten by-elections, they got only three and lost 
seven. And yet they never thought that they 
lost popularity! Yes, they themselves might 
be thinking that they were losing; and, 
therefore, Emergency was clamped. We are 
not going to do that, if we lose. If we lose we 
get out, but we won't impose Emergency. Let 
it be properly understood. (Interruptions) . 
I        SHRI PILOO MODY: Are you in a '    
position to take over? 
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SHRI SHYAM LAL YADAV; You be 
out; we will take over. 

SHRI MORARJI R. DESAI: It is tne right 
of the Opposition always to attempt . . . 

SHRI BHUPESH GUPTA; He is taking 
up the theory of the rolling plan. 

SHRI MORARJI R. DESAI: I cannot 
give a greater capacity to people who do not 
understa'nd economics in its proper light? 
What can I do (In-terrnptions). Economics 
must be learnt with an open mind and tiot 
with a closed mind. Then only will this be 
understood properly. But 1 will make an 
attempt to see that it is understood a'nd I 
mean quite sure that by the end of the year 
people will begin to understand and support 
it; I have ^o doubt about it. On the whole, 
Sir, I am thankful to the hon. Members for 
giving their suggestio'ns, and even for their 
criticisms because -that will help us in doing 
this safely. 

SHRI BHUPESH GUPTA; About 
.unemployment, you h">'e not said anything. 

SHRI MORARJI R. DESAI; Un-
mployme'nt, we are certainly attending to. 

SHRI L. R. NAIK: Why is it that no 
specific provision has been made for 
education of socially backwar,j classes other 
than the Scheduled Castes and the Scheduled 
Tribes? 

SHRI MORARJI R. DESAI; It has been 
made. It is not that it has not bee'n made. 
Take all the programmes that we have. Take 
the cottage industry; take irrigation; take 
energy production. \Vhom will they give 
employment to? Will it not go to all these 
people? And how much has it been done? 
We are now havivig in the next Plan 17 
million hectares added to our irrigation 
capacity, where as only | 27 million hectares 
were added during all the previous Plans. In 
no country of the world has such a large area 
been taken up for irrigation except in this 
la'nd. i did not want to go into it .and be 
saying    about it.  We    have 

got to do it. Take energy. We are having   
18,500  MW  more  production—76 per    cent 
more than what wag done during    the    last    
few    yeare.    And all    this will   give    
employment    to the people who are really 
more backward than the other people; they will 
be more involved in it. If, after    all 1    that we 
do they do not get employ-I    ment, then the 
Plan would not succe-I    ed. That is why that 
has been    said there. If you look at it from that 
point of view and not from the point of view j    
of   merely   criticising  it_   I   am   quite sure, 
my hon. friends will be able to see that we have 
made as much provision as we are able to do, 
an^ 1 will be thankful if after that they have to 
make a'ny suggestions which we    can utilise,, 
to make the Plan even better. It  is,  therefore,  
that     we  could  not finalise   the   Plan   
within   one   year. We    had    to   taka    it   up    
quickly, speedily,     because    we    wanted    to 
give   a   different    direction,      different    
content to the    Plan.      Therefore, we had to 
end the Plan in the last year of the Fifth Plan, 
and we had to begin the Plan this year. There-
fore,, we     did  not  have much    time to 
consult all the States about it for the whole 
Plan, but we consulted them for the first year 
and they have agreed, and it is with agree-ment 
that the first year of the Plan   has been   ac-
cepted by everybody with satisfaction as  it has     
never    been     done    before. And, for the rest 
we are going to meet in November in the 
National Development Council after ^^^ 
Finance Commission report    comes    whea we 
will be able to finalise it. in the meanwhile, We 
will go on discussing with the States and taking 
steps to finalise it. Thank you. 

SHRI S. W. DHABE: I do not find sny 
mention about prohibition. In the Second 
Five Y'ear Plan it was there. 

SHRI MORARJI ' R. DESAI; Sir, 
prohibition has been taken up, but it will not 
in any way be a burden on the Plan. It will 
better the Plan because it will give us morp 
resources bcause sa inuch more money w!l 
be saved by the people. 
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SHRI a W DHABE: There is no mention 
that is a part of the whole Plan. It is there in 
the Second Five Year Plan.   But  now  it is  
not  there. 

SHRI MORARJI R. DESAI; They said it 
but did not do it: we have not said it 
specifically, but we will do it. 

SHRI BHUPESH GUPTA; All we can 
Say is, Mr. Morarji Desai, roll up the Five 
Year Plan, roll up the Plan; there shall be no 
pla'n. You know the famous British poet. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: I shall now put the 
amendments to vote. Amendmeiit Nos. 1 to 
21. shri Bhupesh Gupta, have you any 
objection to putting them to vote? 

SHRI BHUPESH GUPTA: No, Sir. I will 
'not withdraw them. 

MR   CHAIRMAN: Thg question is: 

1. "That at the end of the Motion, the 
following be added, namely: 

'and having considered the same, . this 
House notes with disappointment and 
resentment that at no stage in the preparation 
of the Draft Pla'n were the Members of 
Parliament consulted "as used to be  the  
practice  in  the  past.' '' 
The motion was negatined. 

MR. CHAIRMAN:   The question is: 
2. "That at the end of the Motion, the 

following be added, namely: 
'and having considered the same, this House 
views with grave concern that Government 
are trying to distort and in some ways, even 
reverse the direction, priorities and basic 
prinicples of the planned development BO 
essential for achieving self-reliance,, full 
implementation of radical agrarian reforms, 
the building of a modern industrial economy 
with the public sector being given decisively 
the commanding height in our economy.'" 
The motion was negatived. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: The question is: 

3. "That at the end of the Motion, the 
following be added, namely: 

'and having considered the same, this House 
deplores the concept of "rolling plan" which 
can only result in the dismantling of planning 
while  retaining the facade.' " 

The   motion   was  negatived, 

MR. CHAIRMAN:   The question is: 

4. "That at the end of the Motion, 
the following be added, namely: 

'an^ having considered the same, this 
House notes with co'ncern tha{ despite all 
the glittering official talks there are nO 
effective proposals for measures of social 
justice and for uplifting, i^ particular, the 
Harijans, agricultural labourers and other 
downtrodden masses. 

The  motion  was negatived, 

MR.  CHAIRMAN:  The question is: 

5. "That at the end of the Motion, 
the  following  be  added,   namely: — 

'an(j having considered the same, this 
House notes that there is no real hope of the 
staggering unemployment and under 
employment being even combated or 
reduced under the Draft Plan, the prospect 
rathe*- being that the the problem wouljj 
become more acute.'" 
The motion  was  negatived, 

MR.  CHAIRMAN: The question is: 

6. "That at the end of the Motion, 
the following be added, namely: 

'and having considered the same, this 
House note-s that the Draft Plan is being 
inaugurated amidst the plethora of reckless 
concessions to the monopoly houses and 
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[Mr. Chairman] 
other exploiting classes on a bigger 
scale tha'n before with the unconcealed 
aivn of promoting 'free market' 
economy and intensified exploitation.' 
" 

The motion wag negatived. 

MR. CHAIRMAN:   The question is: 

7. "That at the end of the Motion, 
the  following  be  added,  namely: — 

'and having considered the same, this 
House notes that the multinationals are 
being encouraged, notwithstandi'ng the 
fact that most of the 5000 so called 
collaboration agreements are working to 
the detriment of the national economy 
and standiVig in the way of achieving 
self-reliance, apart from resulting in a 
heavy drain on our resources through 
foreign remittances.' " 

The   motion   was   negatived, 

MR. CHAIRMAN:   Thg question is: 
8. "That at the end of the Motion, 

the  following  be   added,  namely: — 

'an^^ having considered the same, this 
House notes that the Draft Plan is 
ccnipletely oblivious of the urgency of 
a fair, democratic wage policy, which 
would be socially just and at the same 
time provide the requisite •material in-
centives  to  workers.' " 

The motion was negatived. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: The question is: 
9. "'That at the end of the Motion, 

the following  be  added,  namely: — 
'an(j having considered the same, this 

House is astonished that the Draft Plan, 
far from learning from the failures of 
the previous plans, re'.ies on the very 
forces and factors that led ^o such fail-
ures a'nd. in some crucial respects, 
accepts the approach and' even 
prescriptions   of   the   monopolists 

a'nd   other  vested  interests,     the 

saboteurs   of   planning.' 

The 'motion was negatived. 

MR. CHAIRMAN:   The question is: 

10. "That at the end of the Motion, 
the  following  be  added,  namely: — 

'and having considered the same, this 
House is disturbed to note that the Draft 
Plan has no effective and just proposal for 
resource-mobilisation from those who are 
i'n a position to pay with the result that the 
burrden of financing the plan is sure to fall 
even more heavily than before on the 
common man.' " 

The motion wag negatived. 

MR. CHAIRMAN:   The question is: 

11. "That at the end of the Motion, 
the  following  be   added,  namely: — 

'and having considered the same, this 
House is surprised to note than even after 
three decades of planning it is 'not realised 
that no all-round rapid growth with social 
justice could be ensured without radical 
structural changes in our economic, which 
the Draft has preferred   to  totally   
ignore.''' 

The motion w«s negatived. 

MR. CHAIRMAN':' The question  is: 

12. "That at the end of the Motion, 
the  following be  added,  namely: — 

'and having considered the same, this 
House is amazed to note that the relevance 
of prices to planning is 'not correctly 
understood at all not only from the point 
of view of the fate of the physical targets 
but also that of improving the living 
standards of the masses.' " 

The motion was negatived. 
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MR. CHAIRMAN: The question is: 
13. "That at the end of the Motion, the  

following  be  added,   namely: — 
and having considering the same, this 
House notes that social welfare does not 
receive the due attention in the scheme of 
the Draft Plan.'" 

The motion was negatived. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: The question "Is: 
14. "That at the end of the Motion, 

the  following  be  added,  namely: — 

'and having considered the same, this 
House cannot but expreSg its concern 
that there is 'ao new proposal to involve 
the State Govern, ment and their 
planning bodies more meaningfully with 
the formulation and implementation of 
the   Plan.'" 

The inotio7i was negatived. 

MR, CHAIRMAN;   The question is: 
15. "That at the end of the Motion, 

the  following be  added,  namely: — 
'and having considered the same, this 
House notes that Draft Plan rejects the 
urgency of nationalisation of certain 
big.monopoly concerns including those 
engaged in production of the consumers 
goods such as textiles, sugar as well as  the 
essential drugs under foreign control.'  

The motion was negatived. 

MR. CHAIRMAN:   The question is: 
16. "That at the end of the Motion 

the following be added,  namely: — 
and having considering the same, this 
House cannot help but to record that the 
official talk about the "primacy of 
agriculture" is tfnly a camouflage for 
bolstering the raral rich including 
landlords and promoting capitalism in 
agriculture.' '' 

MR. CHAIRMAN:   The question is: 

17. "That at the end of the Motion, 
the following be added,  namely; — 

and having considering the same, this 
House notes that the Draft Plan will have 
to unduly rely on, the so called "fo^'eign 
aid" from the West thereby enabling 
these external sources to pressurise the 
Government and force their concepts and 
terms on the latter, or at  least  to  create  
difficulties.'" 

The nwtion was negatived.  

MR. CHAIRMAN:   The question is: 

18. "That at the end of the Motion, 
the following be added,  namely: — 

'and having considered the same, this 
House deems it necessary to remind the 
nation that capitalism which is in an 
insoluble an^ deep. ning crisis can never 
solve the fundamental problems of the 
masses, or of our nation-building, and 
that to pursue the capital path whether by 
waving the flag of planning or 
otherwise,, is to condemn our toiling 
people to poverty, unemployment, 
hunger illiteracy, disease and endless 
sorrow   and   suffering.'" 

The motion was negatived. 

MR. CHAIRMAN;   The question is; 
19. "That at the end of the Motion, 

the following be added, namely: 
'and having considered the same, this 
House is firmly of the view that it is 
higher time this country broke away from 
the capitalist path of development with 
resolute measures, to begin with against 
tnonopoly capital and foreign capital 
neocolonialism, against all surtivals of 
feudalism and landlord opression and 
exploitation and  for  socialist 
orientation.'  " 

 

The motion was negaHved. Thg moUon was negatived. 
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MR. CHAIRMAN: The question is: 
20. '^That at the end of the Motion, the 

following be  added,  namely: — 
'and having considered the same, this 
House is of the view that no kind of 
bourgeois, rule, which stands self-
condemned, is capable of formulating and 
implementing any plan that would strike at 
the root of exploitation and social injustice 
and unleash in full measure the creative 
energy of our working people on the one 
hand and ensure all-sided rapid 
development and social progress on the 
other which alone can make this great 
nation truly strong and  its people happy.'  
" 

The motion was negatived. 

MR. CHAIRMAN:   The question is: 

"That at the end of the Motion, the 
following be  added, namely: — 

"and having considered the same, this 
House recommends the redrafting of the 
Draft Sixth Five Yeaj- Plan with a view to 
ensuring; 

(i) rapid all-round economic de. 
velopment with social  justice; 

(ii) the implementation of radical land 
refon' for a radical reorganisation  of 
agriculture; 

(iii) The speediest possible attainment  
of  self-reliance; 

(iv) The priority in the promotion and 
expansion of the public sector in industries 
and its demo-cratisatioTi; 

(v) the curbing avid eiimuiation of the 
monopolies particularly the multinationals 
and other foreign private business 
concerns in the country; 

(vi) the iriaximum possible mo-
bilisatioii of the resources from the 
monopolists and other wealthy sections of 
the people; 

(vii) the avoidance of the economic 
burdens being put on the toiling 
masses; 

(viii) the avoidance of all measures 
that create inflationary pressures; 

(ix) measui-es to raise the standard 
of living of the masses and to narrow 
income disparities through such 
measures as well as curbing profits and 
concentration of wealth in the hands of 
the few; 

(x) a democratic and just wage 
policy in the interest of the working 
people; 

(xi) higher allocations for social 
welfare activities and services 
particularly with a view to uplifting the 
backward and weaker sections  of  the   
community; 

(xii) the effective participation of 
the workers at all levels of 
management; 

(xiii) the promotion of the 
maximum possible development of 
science and technology; 

(xiv) the rapid reduction of 
unemployment on the basis of the 
time-bound concrete programmes; 

(xv) purposeful measures for 
structural changes in the economy with 
the perspective of socio^ economic  
transformatioVis.'  

The  motion was negatived. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Now Amendment 
No. 22 by Shri L. R. Naik. 

SHRI L. R. NAIK: I will withdraw my 
amendment. I only want the Prime Minister 
to give me a few minutes to discuss those 
things privately. 

SOME HON. MEMBERS: You can meet 
him any number of times. (Interrifjpticnis), 
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SHRI L. R. NAIK: I want the leave of the 
House to withdraw my amendment. 

Amendment* No. 22 was, hy leave, 
withdrawn. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Now, Amendment 
No. 23 by Shri S. W. Dhabe. 

SHRI S. W. DHABE: In view of the fact 
that the Prime Minister has said that he will 
enforce prohibition within four years even if 
it is not a part of the Plan and made a 
statement of speedy implementation of Land 
Reforms Legislation and rural development 
programmes. I want the leave of the House to 
withdraw any amendment. 

Amendment No. 23 was, by leave, 
withdrawn. 

ANNOUNCEMENT     RE.     GOVERN-
MENT LEGISLATIVE AND    OTHER 

BU SINE SIS 

MR. CHAIRMAN: I have to inform 
Members that the Business Advisory 
Committee at its meeting held today, the 11th 
May, 1978, has recommended that discussion 
on the Report of the Working Group on the 
Report on Autonomy for Akashvani and 
Doordarshan, earlier fixed for Monday, the 
15th May, 1978, b« taken up on Thurs-. day, 
the 18th May, 1978. 

The Committee further recommended that 
the Government Legislative Business may  
be  taken  up  on  Mon- 

*For text of Amendment vide debates dated 
the   10th May,   1978. 

day,   the   15th   and  Wednesday,    the 17th 
May, 1978. 

MESSAGE   FROM THE   LOK SABHA 
The Finance Bill, 1978. 

SECRETARY-GENERAL:    Sir,       I have 
to report to the House the following   message  
received  from  the   Lok Sabha signed by the 
Secretary of the Lok Sabha: 

"In accordance with the provisions of 
Rule 108 of the Rules of Procedure and 
Conduct of Business in Lok Sabha, I am 
directed to inform you that the following 
amendment recommended by Rajya Sabha 
in the Finance Bill, 1978 at its sitting held 
on the 9th May, 1978 was taken into 
consideration and was not accepted by Lok 
Sabha at its sitting held on the 11th May, 
1978: — 

Clause 36 

That at page 31, lines 1 to 6 be deleted." 
SHRI BHUPESH GUPTA (West Bengal): 

They have not agreed? Well, then I think the 
Government should make a statement as to 
why they have not agreed. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Now the House stands 
adjourned till 11 A.M. tomorrow. 

The House then adjourned at 
thirty-five minutes past six of the 
clock till eleven of the clock on 
Friday, the 12th May, 1978. 

GMGJFMIRND—RSI—413   HS—17-8-78—570. 


